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Mercer Lee Price Gives
Princess PageaniStatus
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The Banana Festival's elaborately staged princess Volume Thirty-four
pageant achieved national ,ind inte., dtional status at
;the close of its third annual presentation Saturday
-night. Produced with the perfection of the Miss America
geant by Jack Smith and Jack Smythe of Jackson,
Tenn. this year's competition for the royal ruler of the
banana industry enticed beauty queens of national reputation.
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Coming as a surprise to all, Mr.
Price also Presented $250 saving
bonds kw scholarships to the other
two finalists, and also presented
Beta Ann Johnson, of Hickman,
one of the contestants with a 6500
savings bond saying, "Anyone as
Interested in education as this
young girl, deserves It." This made
a total of $3,000 donated in scholarships for the pageant.
Mr. Prise, president of the
Price Foundations, Inc., of °raced
Beach, Florida served as a judge
for the paneent. Mrs. Price was
unable to attend the Festival, but
she shares a deep interest with
her husband, in seeing deserving
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A Salute To The Marim ha Band, To Miss Crespo
And To Guatemala; We Await Your Early Return
Our Banana Festival has been
made up of many elements that bring
it its Latin-American flavor, but probably none that surpass the music of
Guataxnala's superb marimba band.
Back for this year's Festival for
their second straight year, the jovial
and extremely popular band was welcomed with open arms by every one
who had danced or listened to this
music during the Second Festival. ..
and the group responded eagerly and
happily by performing almost constantly at one function or another
from the time they arrived until the
time they left.
The marimba band music is "happy" music... it seems to seep a little
sunshine into your system as you hear
it, and before long one cannot help
but fill with gaiety as they "get in
step" with the light-hearted tunes
and improvisations of this happy
octet.
You didn't hear the band, you
say??? You don't know what a marimba band is??
This particular one is a group of
eight high-caliber musicians who
sport the pennant of the "Official marimba band of the Guatamalan
Army." They are a happy lot, always
smiling, always wishing to oblige
every request; always conducting
themselves as gentlemen. They seem
to have an inexhaustible library of
tunes learned by memory: tangos,
sambas and other Latin rhythms;
overtures, fox-trots, waltzes and even
an adaption of mild rock-'n-roll. They
are equally "at home" on a brightlylighted stage performing for thousands, of listeners, or in a dimly-lighted and jammed cabaret atmosphere
where dancing is the attraction. It
was probably the latter setting this
year,—those who were able to attend
the nightly dancing agree—that the
real Latin-American flavor of the
band radiated to our visitors and
home folks.
If every day was exhibition day,
every night was party night, and even
if you were so exhausted that you
could hardly make it, you soon found
yourself carried away with the gaiety
of the music and the light-hearted atmosphere of the jam-packed dance
floor and the antics of the musicians.
One minute on saxes and trumpets,
the next minute singing, the next
minute clustered around their gigantic marimbas with fists full of little
hammers merrily tinkling away on
their native rhythms, and the next
minute using shakers and forming
conga lines through the crowd; it was
an atmosphere that suited the Banana
Festival exactly.
Our visitors loved it just as we
did, and we hope that as long as there

The growing thousands of people
who have come to feel that the marimba band is the focal point of our
Festival are in debted to them for
their superb entertainment. If possible, there is a greater debt of gratitude due Miss Ana Maria Crespo, assistant director of the Guatemala
Tourist Commission whose efforts
made the band's visit here possible.
Guatemala's mission to attract
tourists to her country is being ably
accomplished by Miss Crespo. Her
friendly manner, her charming personality and the love for her native
land is spreading across America.
The two cabanas where the Guatemalan arts and crafts were shown in
Cabana City were visited by thousands of people. When it was announced that Miss Crespo would conduct a fashion show at the international relations program last Friday
afternoon, Cabana City Auditorium
was packed.
In the presence of David Bronheim, United States Deputy Coordinator for the Alliance For Progress,
Governor Edward T. Breathitt of
Kentucky and a score of high-ranking
diplomats and state and national dignitaries Miss Crespo took the audience on an exciting excursion to Guatemala ... and to the accompaniment
of the marimba band.
Local residents agree that IT
WAS THE LARGEST GATHERING
OF PEOPLE EVER ASSEMBLED
IN THE TWIN CITIES. They were
high in their praise of the program ..
they were charmed with the excellence and significance of the presentation.
;
Miss Crespo and the marimba
band are now in their beloved Guatemala, but we in Fulton feel their presence each time our thoughts turn to
our successful Banana Festival.
Sunday evening when we bade
them goodbye at our home, the captain of the band said that he and his
band members wanted to bid us farewell in song. No poet has ever written words so fine . . . no lyrics were
ever composed with such meaning.
Miss Crespo translated them for us;
we share their meaning!
When one loves truly
As we love you
It is impossible, dear ones
To live so far away

fies the confidence that enlightened
management has placed in them. In
many respects the wheelchair is keeping pace with the push-button era as
automation and the rapidly changing
nature of today's jobs offers employers new incentives to make use of the
special skills which the handicapped
are learning in modern vocational rehabilitation.

The demands of today's jobs are
more for qualities of the spirit rather
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by Mr.F•afters

are International Banana Festivals in
the twin cities of Fulton and South
Fulton we will be able to have the
Guatemalan marimba band with us
to add that measure of flavor that
only their music can furnish. In the
people-to-people program they are
top-ranking ambassadors of good
will!

October... A Month Of Beauty Is Also Month
Of Tragedy On The Highways...Please Beware
Twenty years ago this week former President Truman signed Public
Law 178 which established the first
full week in every October as a week
dedicated to job equality for the
handicapped.
During the two decades which
have passed, all across the nation, in
all manner of jobs, handicapped workers have piled up a record of great accomplishment whiCh more than justi-

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Kentucky, in which there are
over 300,000 handicapped persons,
will be the stronger if all citizens, including the handicapped, have the opportunity to share the full fruits of
our burgeoning economy. Let's help
the handicapped the only way they
need help: By referring disabled persons to the Kentucky Bureau of Rehabilitation Services for medical aid,
and to the Kentucky State Employment Service for help in finding suitable jobs.

the Federal Government requires
all Interstate and Appalacitian
mileage to be under contract by
1070.
One thing that must be remembered in weighing the advisability
of the bond 'issue is that the cost
of highway construction is rising
years has been 27.2 per cent.
Kentucky must provide new, big
roads to continue to attract new
business and industry and tourists,
and to provide safer, and more
economical travel for all.
Nearby Mates are in the midst

Ilirs Barkley Statue
To Be Dedicated

"1 know there's a logical explanetiell# Mina
Betts, but ftrst 1.1 itss bear you:sr

4

A replica of the statue of Athen
W. Barkley in the rotunda of Kentucky's capitol at Frankfort will be
dedicated at the University of Kentucky on Nov. 23. Co-chairmen of a
UK Centennial committee planning
the ceremonies are former Governor Bert Combs and Louisville publisher Barry Bingham. The program honoring the former vicepresident will include a convocation
and a review of the Bartley Collection in UK's Margaret I. King
Library, scene of the dedication.
The statue will be housed permanenUy in the Barkley Room of the
library.

of ambitious highway development
programs and we mast most their
cballetkgs or he bylomod. Citio
his voted a MOO million issue; Went
Virginia has a $200 million pm.
gram, and North Carolina *ppm.
ed one for $300
Education, beak waste, agriculture, parks, airports, are some
of the divisions of State government that wM benefit from the
million remaining of the $173
lion bond issue. I plan to discos
these and Kentucky's need for then
In future columns.

TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Aeennas Installed

ROPER
TELEVISION
308 Main Pliona 472-3843

-*ROM THE FILES:-

2arning Back The Clock--

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operettas $IL Vases

October 5, 1945
Hendon Wright, son of the late
Dr. C. A. Wright, who practiced
medicine in Fulton for many years,
this week became a partner in the
New Owl Drug Sore, of which W.
E. Jackson was owner. Inventory
was taken over the week end and
Mr. Jacksom sold a half-interest to
Mr. Wright.
Smith Atkins and Bill Holman
have moved their Atkins Insurance
Agency from 407 Lake Street to
208 Main Street, in the building
formerly occupied by Beadles
Book Store. Western Union telegraph office, in charge at Jean Atkins, Myrtle Williams and Mary
Nell Winston, also moved with the
Insurance company.
Don all, local contractor, has
been busy recently building a number of new concrete block buildings in Fulton.
present, he is
constructing a
warehouse at
the Coca-Cola
Co., a new
seed plant at loll & Reed's feed
mill, and two buildings on the Martin Highway for Dr. Richardson,
veternarian. Work is under way
on a taxi office on Lake St. Extension. Other new buildings that have
gone up around Fulton include the
new store room for A. C. Butts on
State Line, the new machine shop
for Guy Webb near Pierce-Cequin,
and the new home of Quality Cleaners.
Activities of the Fulton Chamber

of Commerce were suspended during the war period, but now all
members are looking ahead toward
the work that needs to be done to
push forward the progress and development of this territory. A reorganization meeting was held
Thursday night in the Rainbow
Room for the purpose of getting
ready for the postwar program in
this community.
From Route 3, Fulton: Larry Lee
Cannon fell from a swing and
fractured his arm one day last
week.
From Latham-Bible Union: Corp.
Lane Shanklin arrived at the home
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
Shanklin. He is very happy to be
home after being away in Germany
and other places for almost four
years.
Everyone is looking forward to
our Fair on October 12 and the play
that night, "Aaron Slick from
Punkin Crick." Tke world is wel'
come.
From Route Five: Yr. and Mrs.
Holmes of Sedalia celebrated their
60th wedding anniversary last
Sunday. All their eight children
were there to enjoy a sumptuous
dinner.
From Palestine: Mrs. Melvin
Edmiston fell last week and fractured her shoulder. She was visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Kelly, in Oak.
ton, Ky. Her friends will be sorry
to hear of her misfortune.
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The state bond issue proposal on
which Kentuckians will vote November 2 is as simple as this:
—For the $176 million in bonds
issued as the result cd a "yes" majority, the State will be able to construct highways and buildings costing more than $860 million.
—The Commonwealth's continued
economic growth alone, without any
increase in either the tax rate or
the tax base, will assure adequate,
annual revenue to retire the bonds.
Some $130 million, about 78 per
cent of the proposed bond money,
will be used to continue Kentucky's
-road-building program. The remaining 22 per cent is earmarked
for the construction of needed state
building projects.
With dedication of the new, 72mile Bluegrass Parkway scheduled
for October 27, and in view of the
recent announcement of plans for
a major highway through South
Central Kentucky to the Tennessee
line, my thoughts currently are on
roads.
The State has tamed general
obligation bonds twice during the
last nine years to finance Kentucky's share of the Interstate
Highway Program
Had bonds not been approved for
construction of the modern highways that contribute so greatly to
Kentucky's economic growth, it
would have taken the State - - under present tax structures — until
1977 to build the made that are now
in use.
In outlining plans for the South

T.

Central Kentucky highway extending south to Tennessee from the
Bluegrass Parkway, Commissioner
of Highways Henry Ward pointed
out that its financing would tie directly into passage of the bond issue.
So, also, directly or indirectly,
will be the financing of other roads
and highways.
The $1.10 million of the general
obligation bond issue proposed for
at the rate of three per cent a year.
Total cost increase in the last 10
building highways, with $5
,
7 million in matching money available
from the Federal Government, will
buy a total of $738 million worth
of new and improved roads for
Kentucky.

•

In more detail, that portion of
the bond issue to be used in road
building will make possible an appropriation each year of some $14
million for the Appalachian program—with the Federal Governrinent putting up seven times that
amount.
It also would enable the State to
put up about $15 million for the
primary system and the Federal
secondary system, the so-called
farm-to-market roads. This money
would be matched dollar for dollar
by the Federal Government.
The State also could appropriate
about $10 million each year for the
Interstate highway system, with
the Federal Government contributing $11 for each $1 of state money.
The system could thus be completed on schedule, in 1072.
It should be pointed out here that

Action People move fast. Get straight to the point
when they want to buy, rent, or get things repaired.
Join the Action People. Find what you want fast. Shoo
the Yellow Pages first
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FESTIVAL-Oriatbatied Frani Page One)
flawlessly organized event ever
seen in this or any other com. and
munity in America .
that includes Atlantic City.
Put yourself in the position of
a person sitting in Fulton, and
without travelling a mile out of
the city, bringing from six foreign countries, 2000 miles away,
34 high school students, having
them land in Miami, at different
times, on different days, and
this bringing them here in a
dierterell bus to stay for two
weeks and schedule their activities kw that time with a view
to bettering the relations between our countries.
Visualize if you cap, the frenzy
of last minute preparations for
the week-long festival, an announcement that comes from
the White House that the United
States Arab/seeder to Ecuador
is coming te the Festival ahead
of time; he needs to be brought
here from Louisville and returned in 24 hours; be of course
needs to be entertained, and
shown the Festival effort and
meet and talk with all the visiting students and dignitaries already here. All this he did and
more with shocking disbelief
that a community of this aim
would attempt such a Festival.
As soon as the Ambassador
and his wife leave, think of
staging a mammoth street dance
and talent show, when something like MO people milled
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else worked voluntarily as
though their very existence depended on the success of their
particular program.
As president of the Banana
Festival I want to say that
never, in all the things that I
have done in my life, have I
ever enjoyed working in a more
worthwhile effort with some of
the Souk most cooperative,
most wonderful people I have
ever had the privilege to know.
At the end of each day, when
all of us were simply exhausted,
I know some of us thought we
couldn't do another thing without collapsing. Yet, the next
morning, there was the same
loyal bunch, laughing, smiling,
solving problems and happy that
they were working in what is
now termed "the most significant community activity in
smooth and pin-drop quiet Turbo-Jet
America."
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THIATRIS
Between Martin & Union City
v...
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Double Feature
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We've put in new softer shock absorbers. No
Chevrolet has ever had a ride Rke this.

Power begins with a thrifty Six at 156 hp,,
and goes on from there. Turbo-Jet VIM
available at 326 hp, 390 hp and 426 hp in
all the new Impalas, Bel Airs and Biscayne&

Starts at 7:15
Dean Martin - Shirley MacLaine
WHAT A WAY TO GO,
and at 9:30
Warren Beatty-Jean Seberg

Model shown: Impala Super Sport Coupe.

LI:um

Saturday, Oct. 9
Three Feature
Starts at 7:15
FAIL SAFE

NEW CHEVELLE

SUPER SPORT 396

and at 9:30
Bobby Vinton - Patricia
SURF PARTY
Then at 10:15
DAY MARS
INADED THE EARTH
Sunday- Monday, Oct. 10
Double Feature
Starts at 7:15
Glenn Ford - Henry Fonda
THE ROUNDERS
And at 9:30
Ann Bancroft - Peter Finch
THE PUMPKIN EATER
CLOUD - TUI19. WED.

......
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South Fallon PTA
Float Again Wins

Noted Speakers To Address KEA
Meeting At Murray On Friday

City Hi* School and formerly
taught at South Fulton. She is a
graduates of Middle Tenesseee
State University with a musk
educaton major enda music
minor. Mr. Roberts n a dairy
farmer in Union City. Both have
appeared throughout ibis area and
all members are wiped So attend
The Music Department of the this meeting end enjoyed a most
Fulton Woman's Club will bold Ms pleasant evening.
first meeting of the club year at
8:30 p. m., Tuesday , October 12,
at the clubhouse. This will be a Additional Contributors
dinner meeting and husbands of On P-A System Listed
the members are invited.
Contributors to the public dadress
for South Fulton athletic
system
hoetesses
be
will
Club officers
previously listed are:
not
field
and will furnish barbecued pork
Coca-Cola
Bottling Company
and Main. Members are requestFurniture Company
Wade's
$25.00,
a
dish,
vegetable
a
bring
to
ed
Rice
Insurance Agency
$10.00,
said or dewiest.

Local Music
Department To
Meet Tuesday

The South Fulton P. T. A. is
proud to announce that their float
entered in the Third International
Banana Festival Parade, was second place in the non-professional
built float category. This is their
second year to win second place in
this category.
The float carrying out a red and
white color scheme was ridden by
three of the Amigo students representing their countries as soccer
players and three South Fulton
Football players, as football players, showing that sports can help
to unite us and carrying its theme
"Sports Unite Us" in large red
sparkling letters on the side.

GLENN BOUGH

FRED SMITH

The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 7, 1965

Sufficient funds were received
An enjoyable program will be
presented, featuring Mr. and to install the system and the South
Mrs. Bud* Roberts of Union Qty. Fulton Boosters Club and the school
Mrs. Roberts is a teacher in Union express thanks to all contributes'.

The P. T. A. commends Mrs. 0.
C Walker Chairman for the float
for a job very well done and wishes
to express its appreciation to her
and her committee as well as the
six young men that rode the float.

Fred Smith, management con- the Murray band and a cappella
sultant for Fred Smith Associates, choir, a welcome by Pres. Ralph
RUMMAGE SALE!
Cincinnati, Ohio, and Glenn 0. H. Woods, recognition of the ConMcof
School
Elementary
cord
Blough, College of Education, UniThe Trinity Episcopal Church
versity of Maryland, will be prin- Cracken County, and discussion of Women will hold a rummage sale Until we meet again. Sara Jane Poe bids farewell to Alfredo S. Lemma
cipal speakers at the First District the KEA legislative program by next Saturday in the yard of Mrs.
Education Association meeting at Roy McDonald.
Nellie Haddad on Eazt State Line. as the young artist leaves Fulton, after visiting hors for two weeks.
Murray State College, Friday, Oct. The group will be divided into
a.
sections for 10 specialized group
Alfredo's art was admired by many at the exhibit in Cabana City.
The 81st antual FDEA session luncheons The elementary section
Let's Get An Industry
wM convene in the College Audit- will lunch in the Ballroom of the
orium at 9:30 a. m. Smith will de-• Student Union Building and teach
liver the morning address at 10. ers may attend by reservation
emen- only. Mrs. Irene Johnson of the
Blough will speak at the
tary Section's luncheon at 12 noon Benton City Schools will preside
in the Ballroom of the Waterfield and Blough will be the speaker.
Dr. Mart Neville, professor of
Student Union Building.
Smith has been vice president of English at Indiana University, will
operations for the Gruen Watch Co. speak at the English luncheon at
and vice president of the Powell the Murray Women's Club House.
Valve Co. He formed his own con- Dr. Neville is past president of the
sulting firm in 1955. The 1965 Davis National Teachers of English and
Lecturer at Hardin - Simmons, was at Washington University at
Smith has traveled approximately St. Louis.
The West Kentucky Administra100,000 miles, including six countries in Europe, Canada, and 43 tors Club will meet at the Murray
Women's Club House; home ecostates.
A graduate of the University of nomics at the Murray Holiday Inn;
Michigan, Blough is author of 33 athletics and physical education at
books for teachers and children Southside Restaurant; and business
which have been translated into education in Room 114, Business
20 foreign languages. He is pro- Building.
Boris A. Schiel will speak at the
fessor of education at the University of Maryland and is listed in foreign languages gentian at the
Who's Who in America. He is also Murray Holiday Inn. Speaker for
past president of the National the librarians section at the PresScience Teachers Association and byterian Church will be Miss Nella
past president of the council on Bailey,. supervisor, Kentucky LiElementary Science International. brarians. "The Constitutional Assembly
Other features of the morning
session will be entertainment by and Its Work to Date" will be the
subject discussed by Robert Miller,
Calloway County judge, at the social mimeo busebeas at College
High. Dr. Henson Harris, dein at
BONNEVILLE CONVERTIBUE
Union University, will speak at the
mathematics
luncheon in the ColTV ANTENNAS: We Install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our lege High Cafeteria.
prices. We service all makes TV. Groups that will have meetings
1 during the afternoon include indusPhone 307. Roper Television.
trial arts, music, pupil personnel
SPARE IIME INCOME Refilling' directors, special education,speech,
and collecting money from NWW art, vocational education, retired
We dramatically fresh and new, but still very, very Pontiac.'That's written all over It, from the no-doubt-about-it new front end to the
TYPE high quality coin operated teachers, and school lunch perdispensers in this area. No selling sonnel.
trimly tailored rear.(Did you think for one minute that we'd leave out the unique Pontiac styling character you like so well? New?)
To qualify you must have car, Professional meetings will begin
references, $1100 to $W00 cash. at 2 p. m. Among the speakers at
quick handling. But you'll discover those things
other Pontiac lovers we've got a bright new Grand
Another nice thing about the'88 Pontiacs is that
Seven to twelve haws weekly can these meetings will be Frank Mcwhen you slip behind the wheel and turn a new
Chief
Star
Executives—
new
Catalinas.
Grary,
new
of
Prix.
president the state organthere are more of them-3 new super-sumptuous
net excellent monthly income.
full time. For personal Interview ization; Dr. Edward Brunner, of
Wide-Track Pontiac/18
'66 tiger loose.
all with new Wide-Track ride and improved catBroughams and 4 Ventures. And,of course.foryou
write P. 0. BOX 41.85, PITTS- the Murray education department;
Dr.
Ray
Motleld, chairman of the
BURGH, PA. 15202. Include phone
Murray communications departnumber.
ment; Roy McDonald, KEA comFOR RENT: Floor sanding ma- mitteeman; Harper Stackhouse,
chine and electric flax polisher president of the Paducah Educaand electric vaamin cleaner. We- tion Association; and Owen Arnold
of KEA field services.
change Furniture Co.
The delegate assembly for FDEA
will meet Thursday afternoon at
4 o'clock in the Student Union.
WE RENT - - Classroom teachers will meet Friday morning at 8 o'clock in the
Union.
Hospital beds
Mrs. Shirley Williamson, Ballard
Baby beds
County Schools, is president of
FDEA. Bradford D. Mutchler, prinVacuum Cleaners
cipal of Paducah Tilghman High
Floor polishers
School, is president elect. Other officers include: Poyner, supervisor,
WADE FURN. CO.
Graves County Schools, vice president, and M. 0. Wrather, director
Phone 472-3161
Fulton, Ky.
of public relations at Murray State,
secretary.
Directors are: Ray Solomon,
Calvert City Elementary School;
W. D. Kelley, McCracken County
Schools; Mrs. Martha Baker, Paducah City Schools; William
SAVE! GET our
Brown, Caldwell County High
PACKAGE DEAL School; Leon Smith, McCracken
County Schools; and Mrs. D. T.
All types of inerranse
Cooper, Paducah Tilghman High
"Covering Overirlidne
School.
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The tiger scores again!

DEWEY JOHNSON

4n Lake fit.

Phone 472-1501 Fulton,Ky.

PUBLIC AUCTION
I will on October 9, 196.5 at
111:11. a. in. sell at pubik auction
all of the household furniture
Including antiques, silver and
china, and also the house and
let heated at 4O3 West State
Lbw Street hi South Fulton,
Tennesese In order te create as
sets to be divided among the
heirs if Mrs. Mary All.. Douglas, Deoeseed.
The said hawse and let can be
Inspected by appeinknevd.
Jelin W. Nett Ibuieufer of the
letete if Mrs. Mary Mk* Douglas, Deceased.

Fish Dinner Enjoyed
Al Williams' Home
A delicious fish dinner was served oat the lawn of the home of Mr.
and Mrs. C. E. Williams of Route
3, Fulton, last Sunday. Those enjoying the event were: Mr. and
Mrs. Conrad Antosiak of Detroit,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hopkins,
Ricky Hopkins, Neal Jones of
South Fulton, and Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Lewis.
Visiting in the afternoon were
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Williams, son
Roger Joe, and Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
Jones of Paducah; Mr. and Mrs.
William Lewis and little son Leslie,
Mrs. James Lewis, Miss Maxine
Lewis, David Lewis and Swing
Rowland.
The day was pleasantly spent
visiting and taking picutres.

GTO CONVIIIITIBLII

and again!
You're looking at the newest thing in tigers. Sleek, lean-muscled new style. New power that starts with a revolutionary new kind of six
Crisp curves shape the new silhouette, and the sports coupe sports a smartly recessed rear window.
and ranges through four
Pontiac's revolutionary overhead cam six acts

buy sixes for. Delivers 185 hp (or you can specify

more like a V-8, looks like no six you ever saw,

the sports package which includes the 207-hp

Tempest Customs and Le Mans. V-8's7 Up to
360 hp In the GTO. See all the '88 tigers in

and still remembers that Eiving is what six buyers

version). And it's standard on all Tempests,

tiger country today.

Wide-Track Pontine/1S

Come to tiger country. See ell the Wide-Track tigers at your Pontiac dealers.

KING MOTOR COMPANY, INC.
101 W. State Line

South Fulton, Tem
•
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Kentucky's Road Deaths
Reaches All-Time Record
Kentucky's 1965 road death toll
has equalled the all-time record
rate of persons killed, and State
Safety Commissioner Glenn Lovern
warns that the toll may go well
above last year's record death
count unless motorists alter their
driving habits considerably.

lengthy hours of dusk during October; coupled with high-volume
traffic from football games and
other special events create special
hazards for motorists.
Speeding and driving-while-intoxicated ranked as the top contributing factors in fatal and injury-proOn September 23, he said, the ducing accidents during the month
total reached 615—matching the of October in Kentucky for the past
number of deaths by the same date five years, he said.
last year.
During the hurt five Octobers, 87
Lovern emphasized that the sin- fatal accidents were caused by
gle worst month on Kentucky's speeding and 60 caused by drivinghighways throughout the years has while-intoxicated. During the same
consistently been October. Last months speeding caused 485 of the
year, 123 persona died on the personal-injury accidents and drivState's highways during that ing-while-intoxicated caused 489.
month-21 more than any other
Lavern said he believes the Kenmonth of 1964.
tucky traffic death toll could be
"There is still ample time dur- cut significantly by certain basic
ing the heavy travel months of actions.
October, November and December
"For one thing, if all motorists
for motorists to improve their driv- in Kentucky would use seat belts,
ing habits, obey traffic laws to the we believe that by every conservaletter, and keep the death toll from tive estimate some 80 lives would
soaring past the 911 figure which it be saved annually. Secondly," he
reached during 1984," he said.
said, "We are convinced that if
Lavern pointed out that the all vehicles in Kentucky were in•

F

spected annually, some 50 or more
lives, by conservative estimate,
would be saved.
"We are convinced,
Lovern said, "that an
adV=
IYin
State Police officers and in the
conviction of guilty motorists when
they are cited to the courts would
bring about reductions.
"Finally, the best information
available indicates that if the road
bond issue passes, and we deeply
hope it will, we can anticipate that
the completion of Kentucky Interstate and toll roads would bring
about a saving of some 154 lives
annually. Naturally, these predictions take into consideration the
increase in vehicles, drivers, and
the traffic rate," Lovern

HEATHS
Mrs. Burnie Campbell

Funeral services for Mrs. Burnie
Campbell will be held today
(Thursday) afternoon at two o'clock
in the Water Valley Church of
Christ. Brothers 'Boone Doughitt
and H. C. Allison will officiate.
Burial, in charge of Whitnel Funeral Home, will be in Mount Pleasant Cemetery near Pilot Oak.
Mrs. Campbell, 08, died Tuesday
at her home in Water Valley. She
was a member of the Water Valley
Church of Christ.
Surviving are her husband; one
daughter, Miss Laverne Campbell
of Louisville; two sons, Lowell
Campbell and Terry Lee Campbell
of Rochester, Michigan; a sister,
Mrs. Vernon Cavendar of Mayfield; a brother, Grover Dallas of
Fulton; a granddaughter, Debbie
The regular meeting of West- Campbell of Lawrenceburg, Ky.,
Kenn Chapter No. 793 of Retired several nieces and nephews.
,
Civil Employees will be hekl in
the Mount Zion Methodist Church
at 11:45 *. m., Tuesday, October
12.
Funeral services for Mrs. Ida
Lunch. will be served at twelve McClain Garrigus were held last
o'clock noon by the Homemaker' Saturday afternoon at the Bible
of the community.
Union Baptist Church in Weakley
All members are urged to be County. Burial, with Hornbeak
present and visitors are welcome. Funeral Home in
charge of arrangements, was in the church
•
cemetery.
Mrs. Garrigus, 77, wife of E. S.
Garrigus, died Thursday afternoon
at her home on Route 1, Fulton,
following a long illness.
Survivors, in addition to her husband, are a son, Floyd Gargus of
Fulton; two daughters, Helen Gargus of Fulton and Mrs. Eva Parton of Memphis,four grandchildren
and several nieces and nephews.

Retired Civil Workers
Meeting Next Tuesday

Mrs. Ida Garrigus

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following wive patients in
Fulton hospital on Wednesday,
Ookrber 6.
WILLI/JEW
Mrs. Flora R tad m o n, Mrs.
Cora Diehne, Bercdd Pewitt, Mrs.
Johnny Heine" $t., little Phil
°opened, Miss Attie Robey, Fulton.; Suate Barris, Barry ROMS,
South Intiltms; H. W. Rucidle, Mrs.
Ruth Weems, (Peot Oak; Mts,
Writ 0010009e, Mayfield; Jessie
Baueom, La Center; Yes. Annie
Piper,()Mtge; Wm Dewey House,
Routs 1, Clinton; Mrs. Lathiest
Goidon, Matt Hurls, Wins>.
—4
,JOINS
James Carter, "Doran Colley
Mrs. E. B. Newton, Mr*. Fannie
Milan, Mrs, Waerq Bard, Arbon;
M. E. Vinceat, Nitedsm; Mrs
Billie Atwill, Cayce,
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ORION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
BUSY FARMERS
The wet weather the last few
weeks has made our harvest season
a stop and go harvest season. Each
time it has rained, after about two
days dry weather - every farmer
in Obion County is as busy as possible either harvesting corn, cotton,
cutting alfalfa and lespedeza hay,
or combining early varieties of
soybeans. Even in spite of the wet
weather it is amazing how fast
our crops can be harvested with
modern day large farm equipment.
Due to corn borer damage and
wind damage in a lot of corn fields
corn pickers and shellers are leaving a lot of corn in the fields. So
much has been left in some fields
that where harvested early that the
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corn has germinated and it looks
like a small grain crop has been
seeded. One way to check field
losses is to ,
...heck along corn rows
for 133 feet and each ear left represents 1 bushel of corn and then to
count corn kernels in a 40 inch
square. An average of 20 kernels
per square equals 1 bushel of shelled corn loss per acre. Ear cord
losses, plus shelled corn, equals the
total loss per acre.

Newbern today. If you want to se(
the progress that has been mad,
the last few years in quality of ou
beef cattle - all you need to do i
to just go to one of the Demonstra
tion Feeder Calf Sales sponsored
by the Livestock Associations o
this area.

MAMMA COWS BAWLING

Octdber 11 - Duroc & Hampshird
Hog Sale - Ames Plantation

FARM DATES TO REMEMBER

October 6th, 8th, 12th, 14th
Alfalfa seeded before the rain is Feeder Calf Sales - Brownsville
up to a good stand in most places. October 7 - Feeder Calf Sale
I saw two good new seeded alfalfa
fields last week on the farms of Mr. Huntingdon
Ed Altman and Mr. John R. WalkOctober 9 - Pure Bred Hog Sale
er.
Dresden
A lot of mamma cows are bawling today for their calves that were
October 26 - Lamb Pool - Unice
sold in the Feeder Calf Sale at City.

A REVIEWING OF UNION CITY
PROGRESSIVE BUSINESS FIRMS
All Items In This Section Are Paid Advertising
Editorial Reviews by William E. Sloan

Till-COUNTY COLLECTION AGENCY
Nation-Wide Effective Collecting Service. MedicaL Personal and Commercial Collecting Service.
Located 110% East Church Street in Union City, Tennessee. Telephones: Union City
885-3011, Fulton 479-2941, Martin 587-2326.
Few businesses function without
experiencing "static" in their collection department, often through
no fault of the house. There are
scores of methods resorted to in
attempting the collection of delinquent and bad accounts, and in
line with the progressive movement of the day, Mr. Batts, the
manager, has devised a manner
of handling and effecting collections
with diplomacy—tree from friction.
The system is quite simple. They

have substituted for the "sledgehammer" method, tactful business
measures which no debtor can
evade if he is in any way responsible, and at the same time establishes a better understanding between debtor and the creditor in
the more important cases where
future credit must be passed on.
It will always pay to turn delinquent accounts over to such an
agency as Mr. Batts represents.
They are the past masters in the
art of knowing human nature and

treat each individual case in tip
way that they think best so tha
they will be able to clear up thf
accounts for the creditor vrithou
arousing any ill feeling on the par
of the debtor.
The above service is offered al
types of business houses and pro
fessional men in the smaller coin
munities in this territory as wel
as in Union City. Prompt remit
tances are assured in every in
stance.

WALKER'S ANTIQUES
Large Selection of Unusual Antique Furniture. Bric-A-Brac, Drapery Materials
and Upholstering Fabrics.
Located 118 East College Street in Kenton. Tennessee. Telephone 749-5290.

This is the day the public de- ing influence of their policies and it the development of this section...
mands not onlY on*Shaninlaus ter- has brought them trade from all
Thisestablishment is not only
vice but the beat Stality at fair over the surrounding territory.
prices.'Thoroughly conversant with
The management and assistants well equipped aad eapertly manthe conditions and awide experi- are people of long practical experi- aged concern, bel it Waite a EOM
ence in their partIcu1r tine of en- ence in the business. They are menial and industrial onmaisailor
deavor, the management of this en- thoroughly conversant with every and renders a service that is nec
terprising coacern has been able detail and are considered an au- essary to the onward progress ce
to render a service to the people thority in all that pertains to the the community. We are glad k
FULTtiN
that is distinctly satisfactory.
portion of a modern establishment. give them this mention in this re
Mrs. Vodie Hardin, Mrs. Bemis
Preempt service at most reason- They are among the foremost peo- view of the better business firms o
Green, Henry Getman, Mre. Jobs able prices has long been the guid- ple of the city and have aided in Kenton, Tennessee.
Vermeer, Mrs. Lab Howard, Mrs.
J. W. Elledge, Mrs. Ibmsny
Scearee, Mrs. Lillian Williams
Lester Brown, Mrs. A. B. Roberts,
Mr.. Jahn, Gtambill, Fulton; Mrs
Colvin arena, Mrs. Floyd Bowen, TmperiaL Chrysler and Plymouth Sales, Service and Auto Parts.
Ma. William Webb, Mm William
Tennessee. Telephone 885-1275.
(Virginia) Clark, South Fulton: Located on Highway 51 South in Union City,
Mrs. Waiter Sri, Mrs. Itliuk
of this nature. Ne repair Job is toe
In making a review of the busi- section.
Route 1, Fulton; Clittor ness firms of this territory, it is
There is no better place in this tough for them to handle and wher
Clse
1, Route 4, Fulton; J. B natural to mention the automobile section to have your car repaired they finish a job the owner of the
Byrne, Water Malley; Mire) industry. Nothing has done more than at this reliable garage.
automobile is satisfied with the
Cate, Wing°; Mn. Radforc to improve the enjoyment of life
We feel sure that anyone in need work done and the price charged.
Climbers, W. H. Sargent, Duke than the automobile,
In making this review we art
of expert repair service will be
dom; Mrs. Orvis Morrison, Rout(
Anderson and King Motors, Inc., wise to pay a visit to Anderson and pkesed to compliment Andersor
3, Martin; Mrs. John Chcrate maintains a modern shop for com- King Motors, Inc., in Union City, and King Motors, Inc., upon tilt
Hickman; Mrs. Saithe West, Bii plete automotive repair service. Tenn.
fact that they are saving the mor
Ifinkle, Mrs. Buford Walker, Clin Every member of their organizaThey do work in such a manner twists time and trouble as well a
ton. Ringer Ciarlin, Route 1, Clin tion is ever ready and anxious to that the customer always comes money by their very comprehensivt
ton; Mrs. Ammon HoweR, Mite be of service to the people of this back when in need of future service motor repairing service.
Name Moore, Crutchfield.

ANDERSON and ICING MOTORS, M.

Genuine Crystal

CUT GLASS

40e
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thwee",./
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Honest-to-Goodness

one glass with 7 gallon gasoline purchase
Here's another quality premium offer by your Good
Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer. You get one 12-ounce,
crystal cut glass FREE with every purchase of 7 gallons of Ashland Vitalized Gasoline. These heavy-base
beverage glasses will add to the attractiveness of your
table setting. And they're ideal for use when entertaining. Start now to collect a complete set of glasses
at Good Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealers displaying the
"FREE CUT GLASS" sign.
Offer expires November 30,1965
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Espardy Prepared•Washed
Clean • Laboratory Tested •
Free Seroitig • Buy eo Fire
• pasfardy sized for futsaco.
stow,stoker.
Cif"COal CO.

--Phone 472-1150

ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY
•

BOB'S TRIM SHOP

II

Convertible Tops, Original Fabrics, Truck Cushions, Spring Repairing, Rebuilding
and Complete Furniture Upholstering Service.
Located 1110 South Fifth Street in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-2105.
The service of this upholstery
shop is a constant reminder to people to keep their Furniture and
Automobiles in the best condition
as they do high class work, at
prices that meet any and all competition as to quality and price.
Their services are very comprehensive as they are prepared to
take care of your upholstery service. They also give distinctive and
Individual service in designing and
they have many designs to choose
from. They have attained a position

Ea I

in this line that brings an ever
increasing business.
Their services will be found in
demand by all who insist on the
best. They deal on a ,large scale
and their activity is conducive to
the progress and expansion of the
community in no small degree.
It is important in the return to
normalcy that we have conscientious firms like this foremost upholstery shop, who aid in the reduction
of prices for the people.
There are no more public spirited

citizens in the community than the
management and we direct you-attention to this business institutice
of the community as one of the re
liable establishments which has ad
ded to the developments and pre
geese of this part of the state.
In making this review we ar.
glad to compliment Bob's Trin
Shop as one of the firms that i
adding to the conservation of On
community, turning to practical usd
much material that would othei
wise be considered wasted.

SALES, INC.

Mil Freeman, Manager
International Harvester Farm Machinery. Farmall Tractors, Parts and Complete
Lines of Farm and Light Industrial Equipment.G.M. C.Trucks Sold Serviced ane
Rebuilt.
Located on Highway 51 South in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-1440.
This is one of the most widely
known firms in the community,
for months they provided machinery and equipment to the farmers
in this section. They handle only
the best of farm machinery, namely International Farm Machinery
and tractors and are well lmown
far and wide for their courtesy of
treatment and fairness of dealings.
Their stock of implements and
machinery is composed of national-

ly known products the best to be
had in this line in the world, tractors, farm machinery and tractors.
They have many years experience
back of them and are in a position
to advise you in the selection of implements most advantageous to
you/ needs. They will gladly go into
detail of the machinery and demonstrate them to you if you so desire.

host of friends as well as patron
throughout the country and hay,
always been courteous and reed;
and willing to give the beet of eery
ice with hte conditions of the mark
et and good business.

In this business review we Meta compliment this progress
upon their honest and Mee*"
business methods and we refer all
This establishment has made a our readers to them.
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Reviewing of Union City's Progressive Business Firms
All Items In This Section Are Paid Advertising

Ornamental Iron Work of all Kinds. Lawn Furniture.
Columns. Rails and Stairways. Steel Truck Beds. Fabricators. Tanks. Electric. Acetylene and Portable Wading Service.
Located Third Street at Main in Union City, Tennessee.
Telephone 885-5571.
Union City Welding and Tank
Shop has a reputation for successful operations performed and will
gladly estimate any job — large or
small—any place. Take your welding, repairing and rebuilding work
to this shop and it will be repaired at moderate, payable prices.
Efficient repair service is essential to any community, both as a
money and time saver. Often many
dollars can be saved by having
something welded instead of having a new one made and equipment
which would be tied up waiting for
new parts, can in a very short
time, be in operation again.
Don't throw away your broken
machinery until you have asked
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HosPrrm. FLOWER SHOP

VIRON CITY WELDON & TANK SHOP

Mrs.Leon Brown, Owner
The Ultimate Quality Design and Service. Funeral Designing, Wedding, Birthdays.
Corsages, Cut Flowers, Floral Decorating, Potted Plants and Gifts of Lasting Quality. They Wire Flowers Anywhere And Any time.
Located 1200 Bishop in Union CLty, Tennessee. Telephone 885-2114 or 885-2704.

this firm if they can successfully
weld it. If so, you can rest assured
they can do so, their experience
has taught them what can or cannot be economically welded. Don't
&mune for yourself that broken
machinery and trucks cannot be repaired. Ask them first, the saving
may be great in proportion to the
cost.

This local firm makes a business of supplying the people with
the choicest of flowers, both in and
out of season.
In this establishment, painstaking care and attentions are given with every order with which
they are favored. They handle only
the choicest and best varieties that
are always fresh and in first class
Union City Welding and Tank condition.
Floral designs are a speciality
Shop is favorable known throughout this area as being progressive
and efficient, among the prominent
business men of the community,
having been ever ready to lend a
helping hand to all movements for
public improvements.

with this firm. All you need to do
Is telephone how much you care to
spend in a design and they will proceed with the skill of an artist to
make up a floral creation that will
command the attention and win the
admiration of everyone. Bouquets,
corsages and beautiful baskets
constitute another branch of their
service. Funeral wreaths, too, are
made in this estabflishrnent with
that painstaking care that only a

MASON HALL BANK
A Friendly Bank. Banking by MaiL Safety Deposit Boxes. Farm Loans, Automobile Loans, Savings Accounts.
Checking Accounts and Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
Located 107 North Poplar Street in Kenton, Tennessee.
Telephone 749-5676.

lover of flowers can display. Patrons who are buying cut flowers
will find the finest and freshest
available at all times.
The management are public
spirited business people, operating
an establishment that is truly an
asset to the community. We, therefore, take great pleasure in better
acquainting our readers with this
firm and recommend them for the
choicest flowers and potted plants.

OBION COUNTY FINANCE COMPANY, INC.

HOMESTEAD DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
Lowell Collins, Manager
Large Selection of Western Goods,
Supplies,
Farm
. Paints, Accessories and Lawn and
Ammunition
Guns.
Garden Supplies.
Located 623 Peridns in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-5251.
The management and assistants
are men of long and practical experience in this business. They are
thoroughly conversant with every
detail and are considered authorities in all that pertains to the operation of a modern establishment.
They rate among the foremost men
of the city and have aided in the
development of this section.
This establishment is not only a
well equipped and expertly managed concern, but it is also a commercial organization and renders
a service that is necessary to the
onward progress of the community.
It may be of interest to know
that the idea of this enterprise
originated in the resourceful minds

Editorial Reviews by William E. Sloan

Ben C.Taylor, Manager
A Service Perfected by Years of Experience in the Loan and Finance Business. Located In Back of David Crockett Hotel in Second Street Alley In Union City. Tennessee. Telephone 885-2776.

of energetic business men. With a
restless ambition, a broad vision of
the country, they turned their trained and creative minds to the selling of good products.
To maintain it means the continuous encouragement of all in the
community, the assured expansion
of this section of the county and
the onward Progress of industrial,
commercial, and social development.
We cannot fail to compliment
Homestead Disrtibuting Company
on the manner in which they conduct their business and say that it
has been a deciding factor in the
business life of the community it
serves.

Mr. and Mrs. Horace Cruce, Owners
Delicious Steak. Fish. Chicken and Their Specialty is
Lunches to Go and They are Famous for Their Barbecue
Sandwiches at Moderate Prices.
Located on the Fulton Highway in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-9992.
Ilny's Drive-Inn sees that the
people of this part of the country
are not only given the choicest
foods, but the latest dishes of the
day and that the best of service
is always given regardless of the
size of the order.
It has provided the very latest
equipment in the kitchen and everything is in the very best anditima
and appetizing when served the
guests. They are careful buyers
and only employ the best calks,
while the attendants are courteous,
accommodating, and render a seevice that is unexcelled.
This makes this concern very
popular and has brought travelers
and people from the surrounding
countryside to recognise it as ens

of their truly favorite eating places.
The fact that everybody leaves
with a smile is an indication of
the satisfaction obtained from pure
food and accommodating service.
It is appointed most excellently,
the ventilating and lighting arrangements are the best that can
be secured and all sanitary precautions are taken for health of the
people- Here amid comfortable surroundings you can enjoy your food
while the service is rapidly for
those desiring it, yet theer is no
Indication of hurry and you are
given all the time desired.

adhering to the careful law of finance. This invariable Policy has
gained for this well known bank the
great confidence of the people of
the surrounding country and among
its customers you will find the majority of the community's most prominent men and firms.
Many people from the surrounding territory have found this a very
desirable place to accumulate quite
a fund for the provettial "rainy
day."
In making this review of the onward progress of the community,
we compliment the Mason Hall
Bank, its officers and directors and
direct the attention of all our readera to this strong financial organization.

311a AUTO SALT= COMPANY

and few of them are accommodat- the people can place every confidence.
ing at the time.
A loan service such as this one They Have a Direct Wire Service to 96 Salvage Yards
It was to meet needs like this is a real asset to any community.
In Five States. Good Used Auto Parts, Rebuilt Motors,
arising every day in this and in Its success, of purse, is due to the
Transadssions, Supplies and Accessories. Burned
every other community that this high character and the financial Tires,
who
tooaen
and
men
the
of
ability
and Wrecked Cars Bought at Highest Market Prices.
confidential loan company was
organized. They felt that reliable direct its course of operation and
Located on the Fulton Highway in Union City, Tennespeople could be saved much em- affairs.
un
operated
is
business
This
barrassment and inconvenience by
see. Telephone 885-9101. Call Fulton 479-2240
establishment of such a loan ser- der real management and • proPractically every item needed by
Many garages, dealers and ailtovice. The result of this was the or- vides a place where honest peoautomobile mechanic will be
area
this
an
throughout
inor
monthly
on
firms
borrow
mobile
can
ganization of the Obion County ple
know the value of dealing with found in stock here. An order
Finance Company, Inc., In whom stallment plan.
J and J Auto Salvage Company placed with them means no delay
when it comes to reliable auto- to garage men or customers as
mobile parts and accessories. By they pride themselves on their fareason of the fact that the man- cilities for meeting every need
agement has had wide experience when It is needed.
the business
Top Market Prices for Scrap Metals,Scrap Iron. Old Batteries, Auto Tin, Radiators In every feature of comprehensive
The service of J and J Auto Salof their
because
and
and Metals of all Kind.
knowledge of every branch of the vage Company is an accommodaLocated 215 North Depot Street in Union City. Tennessee. Telephone 885-3161.
node this concern continues to tion to garages, auto dealers and
witness an increase in the number service stations and has demoninto
turned
is
now
away,
posiWhile they always give courteous sential service to the country that thrown
patrons from all parts of the strated its right to leading
of
not only from ready cash by this firm and they in
autoand
business
the
in
and prompt attention to all features brings recognition
held
tion
missis
com- turn are able to put it on the mar- country. No matter what
of their business,-they specialize in the people of the immediate also
mobile world of this part of the
but
ket at much less expense than the ing, just call at their place for
counts,
that
munity
When in need of auto
country.
the handling of tree and carload
find
will
you
and
parts
auto
your
the ed- original cost of production, renderon them for service in
call
lots of scrap iron and metals. They throughout this section by
parts,
it
get
can
or
they ing a valuable service to the coun- they have it in stock
departments.
also buy, all kinds of used batter- ficient methods upon which
all
quickly.
you
for
reits
of
are market centers try in the preservation
ies and render a most valued and operate. They
and therefore sources.
essential sertice that aids in the in this community
market
upbuikaag of CdialtlaitY ind in are able to pay highest
This is without question one of
junk
your
convert
you
and
prices
dethe progrev and coontintred
most valued enterprises in this
the
calling
cash
by
into
iron
scrap
and
velopment of the city and surroundMerlin Lyell and Moutons LyelL Owners
ef- section. In this review we point
the
progressive
Through
them.
ing territory.
expanconstant
the
to
pride
with
forts of this firm, much so-called
New and Good Used Automobile and Truck Parts. They
This firm is rendering a most es- waste material that heretofore was sion as the years roll by.
sell. They Buy Late

But few men have known the
time in their lives when they did
not need a quick loan to meet an
emergency. These times seem to
come during the days when an individual is struggling financially.
Few situations are more embarrassing and more trying than when one
needs money and it is not available.
Perhaps you lived in a strange
community at the time. The bank
didn't "know' you. The only recourse is to go to some friend—

TINT'S DRIVE-DIN

This bank is under the direction
of well known financiers who have
guided this well known bank to substantial progress evidenced by the
large business it enjoys and its
enviable reputation for safety for
depositors.
One of the institutions that gives
stability to the financial interests
of the country is this modern banking house. From the day that it
first opened its doors to the people
It has always been under the management of conservative, yet progressive men of broad and liberal
views in the matter of caring for
their patron's needs, yet men who
have carefully guarded the best interests of the depositors by demending the fullest security and

UNION CITY IRON 111 METAL COMPANY

REELF0011 PACKING COMPANY
Wholesale Dealers, Reelfoot Hams,Bacon and Honey Gold Sausage and Allied Products. Buyers, Shipping and Distributors.
Located South Reelfoot Avenue in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-2131.

This section of the country as
a whole, has an added business advantage by having in its midst
such a well known concern whose
commendable policies and quality
have gained for them an ever increasing business that can be
We are more than glad to give noticed by the large daily shipthem extended mention in this ments leaving their progressive
establishment.
business review.
The prosperity of the city is
greatly increased by the extent of
their trade whichtxtends for miles

around in this chosen field of endeavor and brings new people to
the community.
Through the extended trade
channels of this active firm many
dollars are brought yearly into this
section.
This well known establishment
started its business career upon
a solid foundation, knowing that
success in this advancing busine“
could only be fully gained by giving food service to the people, up-

on a fair margain of profit. Fair,
honest and individual service for
every patron has established for
them a trade that has extended in
every direction.
They have always been consistent boosters for all things adding
to the growth and prosperity of
the community at all times, 'mowing that a firm that did not possess
solid business methods withert and
dies.

Federal Land Bank Association Of Union City

perience in every feature of the
business and because of their
knowledge of the state this establishment has continued to witness
an increase in the number of patrons. Their services will be found
in demand by all who insist on the
best.
The management is composed of

AIRPORT MACHINING CORPORATION

They have a large stock of new
and used auto parts at bargain
prices.
From the begioning this dealer
realized that a satieed customer
Is the best inflame* for more
business and determined to build a
reputation that Mond be the eirvy
of the wreck ng busbies'. That ibey
have succeeded is evidebeed by
the large amount of patronage they
enjoy and the territory their activities cover.
They pay the highest prices for
burned and wrecked oars. This
means that they pay every dollar
that could be gotten elsewhere.
The matter of price has also received attention here for it has
become a well known established

and predict that in the future the and management upon the admirbusiness will continue to expand in able manner in which the business
of this valued institution is operatthis section of the state.
ed; upon its progressive and public
well
Each department of this
spirited policies. We wish to refer
known service is in charge of peo- Federal Land Bank Association of
ple thoroughly conversant with the Union City to all our readers as
business conditions while the man- one of the commercial and indusagement is in charge of people who trial services of the state.

They handle gasoline, motor oils
and greases which they know to be
products of the highest quality and
offer very prompt service. Drive In
here and they will fill your tank
with gas, your radiator with water
in a jiffy so that when you stop at
Walker's D-D Service Station, you

TAYLOR AERO SERVICE

J. D. Taylor, Owner
Designers and Builders of Tools, Dies, Jigs and Fixtures. Production Machining,
Metal Stamping and Chemical Treating. Ferrous and Non-Ferrous Metal Fabricat- Flight Instructions, Aircraft Rentals, Twin Motor Charter Trips. Aircraft Repairing
and Overhauling Service.
ing.. Hell-Arc, Electric Arc, Oxygen Acetylene and Spot Welding Service.
Located at the Everett-Stewart Airport I n Union City, Tennessee. Telephone Located at Everett-Stewart Airport in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-5601.
385-1898.
Therefore it merits the populariThis is a modern Twentieth Cen- ed a wide reputation for general exWhen in need of this service call
on this firm and you will be more
than glad to do business with them.
This popular institution, founded
years ago, has grown with hardly
a pause in its rapid development.
That much discussed word, Service, finds a true expression in the
friemdly atmosphere that envelops
every customer of this popular
service because service is inter-

preted in so many ways that it
may well be said to be the sign
manual of the institution. It has
maintained an air of calm, friendly
dignity, which can be associated
only with institutions of standing
and sure position. We wish to take
this opportunity to congratulate
the management of this firm upon
the policy of fair dealing which was
inauguarated with the opening of
this firm to the public and has
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are Equipped to Install what they
Model Burned and Wrecked Cars.
Located on the Martin Highway in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-9873.

fact that not only in Union City,
but in the surrounding countty that
the quotations of Midway Auto
Parts and Salvage are as low as is
consistent with sound business.
They permit no one to offer higher
quality, and this happy combination has resulted in a large and
ever increasing patronage.
They are always in the market
for automobiles, used cars and
wrecked ears.
Midway Auto Parts and Salvage
together with the associates of the
concern, have always been boosters for the community and it is
quite proper that we in this review
should compliment them upon the
position they bold in the business
life of this section.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers for Emerson Electric
Motors. Complete Electric Motor Repairing and Installation Service.
Located 313 East Florida in Union City, Tennessee. Farm Loans, Five-to-Forty Years for Large and Small Farms.
WALKER'S DX SERVICE STATION
Telephone 885-3701.
InCredit
We
Penalty,
Competitive Interest, Full Repayment Privilege Without
Lionnell Gray,Owner
Great credit is due this firm for customer, and as a further service
Available, Also Part Time Farm Annual. Semi-Annual and Monthly Paysurance
they
the superior grade of work they to the people of this territory
D-X Petroleum Products, Auto Repairing, Brake Serhave done in the field since there make a specialty of serving all ments.
vice, Mufflers Installed, Motor Tune. Ups. Batteries.
are few more important services kinds of electric motors in this sec- Located 216 West Church Street in UnionCity, Tennessee. Telephone 885-5971.
than the correct wiring of electrical tion of the state.
Tires, Auto Accessories, Good Road Service and They
No institution in Union City has well-known public spirited business have had wide experience with his Give Quality Stamps with all Sales.
motors and repairing service.
This service is performed by met with greater public favor than people and we deem It fully proper business.
Untold losses have been sustainLocated 1013 South First Street in Union City, Tenneswho have had much experi- this one. By reason of the fact that and fitting that we give a commen
ed by the people through faulty
firm
this
to
compliment
wish
We
review
see. Telephone 885-1881.
work of this kind, which has oc- ence in all the branches of the the management has had wide ex- mendale mention in this
electrical field. The workshop of
this worthy concern is a model of
modern efficiency which is in the
hands of skilled mechanics enabling it to render a service that is
absolutely superior. We are more
than glad to give them extended
mention in this business review of
Union City and vicinity.

Si)

MIDWAY AUTO PARTS & SALVAGE

VAUGHN ELECTRIC COMPANY

casioned many shut-downs and consequently loss of time by company
and employees.
The care of all types of electrical
motors and especially those used
by many of our readers for commerical use is given particular attention, and a good sound workmanlike job is guaranteed to the

Le

never varied or departed in any
way during the time it has had
business dealings with the people.
We call attention to all the advantages of having a metropolitan
service at their very door which
has maintained inviolate service to
the public.

tury business under the able direction of men who have always
had at heart the best interests of
the community in which their valued enterprises are located and one
of the firms that keep the wheels
of progress thrilling in the right direction for not only Is it one of the
We are more than glad to give leading concerti tweed in its
them extended mention In this busi- special field of endeavor in this
section, but Its services have gainness reviwe.

cellence and are considered a stan- ty and liberal support received.
dard among the trade the country We fully recommend Taylor Aero
Service as a place most advantageover.
ous for prompt, reliable service,
We wish to state the management and are glad to refer our readers
and assistants have taken a com- to them In this business review and
mendable interest in all proposi- wish them many more successful
tions that further public improve- seasons in our midst.
We are more than pleased to
ments and that they have been
willing and anxious to aid in the give them extended mention in our
expansion and growth of the com- review of this section of the country.
munity at all times.

will never suffer any appreciable
loss of time.
Ample provision has been provided for lubrication and crank
case service. Attendants are always around so that this work is
carried on very rapidly. There is
nothing in the way of lubrication
service that is not offered here.
One of the features of the place is
the highest quality of all the products sold here. The gasoline, oils,
greases and accessories are all of
the best and the management sees
that customers get nothing of inferior grade.
The management has spared no
no effort in making this establishment as complete as possible for
the convenience of their customers
and the quick and efficient dispatch
of business, combining as it does
a complete gasoline station, this
concern offers the motoring public
an easily accessible and modern
"Drive In" service station that is
truly appreciated. We are glad to
give them attended mention in this
business review of Union City and
vicinity.
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Levi Jackson Stale Park Is
"Dude Ranch" For Campers
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DUKEDOM NEWS
By Mn. Ifillassa Wastioreek

"lasereace" Is
October Loma

By Mrs. Harvey 'Vandal

Mr. and Mrs. Mart Reed and Mr.
Mrs. Louise Chambers is still in
Homemakers of Fulton and Hick- and Mrs. A. B. Reed attended the
from
recovering
Hospital,
Fulton
Levi Jackson Wilderness State Mill and the largest collection of
man Counties attended the Train- graduation at the University of
Park offers 813 acres filled with millstones in the world. The park surgery. Her condition is slightly ing Meeting for their October les- Tennessee Medical School in MemKentucky folklore and tradition. also offers a modern swimming Improved.
son Thursday, September 30, at phis. Mr. and Mrs. Edward DeW. H. Sergent has been a patient Cayce.
Normally, Levi Jackson State Park pool and bathhouse, extensive picPersia were members of the gradIs a haven for photographers and nic areas, and nature trails, along in Fulton Hospital last week.
The lesson was in Insurance for uating class. Mrs. DePersia is the
from
Puckett,
Howard
Mrs.
tourists since it contains within the with group camping facilities inthe family. Miss Irma Hamilton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
park two famous trails—Boones cluding a dining hall and recreation Nashville, was a week-end visitor Area Agent in Management and Reed. The DePersias will go to
of her sister, Mrs. Odis Haley. To- Family Relations conducted the
Trace, trailed by Daniel Boone, area.
Houston, Texas to intern in a hosStarting on October 1 and run- gether, they visited an elderly training. Twenty-two were in at- pital there. The Reeds also attendand Wilderness Road, which at one
time extended from Cumberland ning through October 3, the park aunt, Mrs. Emma Collins, at Tip- tendance.
ed the Mid-South Fair. Of special
Gap to Central Kentucky. A moun- is being turned into a weekend with tonvMe.
interest was the FFA display built
attending
Those
irom
Fultot;
campers
and
tain life museum and farm build- a honey slant for
Mr. and Mrs. Travis Dacus have
by David Reed, the Tennessee FFA
were
County
Mesdames
Mabel
ings depict country life a century their kids. You can ride their remodeled the former home of
star Farmer. Congratulations to
ago. Another feature is McHargue's horses, or bring your own mount - Crate Roberts and moved there Johnson, 011ie Harris, Theola David on placing second in the
Shields,
Mildred
Terrell,
Mildred
you'll
free
if
up
they will put him
last week. Mr. and Mrs. Coy HarCruce, Josepldne Warren, Queen five-state competitiin.
furnish the food.
rison moved to the house vacated
E. Cavitt, Percy Lee, Charlie Lee,
by Mr. and Mrs. Dacus.
Mr. and Mn. J. T. Te-:le, from
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Cereal& Barfield, Ella V. Hughes,
Special activities include hay
Mo., Mrs. Ada
Independence,
Alfred
Malcolm
Mrs.
and
Mr.
as I.Gem moo
Mettle Milner, and Miss Lethra
rides, square dancing, campfire
Teague and Mrs. Patra Meadows
programs, slide shows, riding in- went to Chicago for the week-end. Terrell.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Wilds have
structions and sing-aiongs.
from Elvin, Mo., apeht the week
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
purchased the Potts place in DukeWe
Need
hide:trial
Park
end with Mr. and Mrs. Ches Morriregular appointment at New Salem
Wear your western outfit. A prize dom and will move on Monday.
Baptist Church the past Sunday at will go to the best-dressed family.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Welts have
la a. m. Sunday School is held at
Horses will be available at $2 returned home, after visiting chil10 a. m.
hour. The usual camping fee dren, Mr. and Mrs. Ismael Ryan,
Eric Cunningham underwent sur- per
prevail, which is $2 per night In Detroit.
will
gery of a wart on his foot in Obion
up
to six people and 25c addifor
The Bookmobile made its regular
County Hospital the past week and
tional for each extra person.
visit to the regional library in the
is doing nicely at his home in
home of Mn. Winnie Cunningham.
Dresden.
190 books' bad been read. All the
I hope everyone, and there were
books left are new books, since the
many who were in Fulton Saturday
... Now, something
Homemakers Club was in session
Working, learning to sew,
to see the Banana Festival parade.
and help was had in making selecIt was nice and colorful, which
tions. Emerson Garner, driver of
simple la, being prepared and soon her own
goes to show that things can be acthe Bookmobile, will not be on the
complished by hard working citijob any more, since be is changing
dresses, and in the future, clothing for her
zens. To all I talked to, everyone
work.
was pleased.
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart Woodruff
own family. Training is important in the lives
Richard Allen, young son of Mr.
visited the Thomas Reeds in Memserve
elected
to
Farmers recently
and Mrs, Leslie Lassiter, has just
phis recently.
of our children.
recently recovered from a sore as the Agricultural Stabilizafton
Mr.. Fannie Reed is in Memphis,
(ASC)
County
Conservation
energy.
and
and
throat
visiting her brother, Pete WinMr. and Mrs. Clay Murray of Committee and their terms of ser- stead, who is seriously ill in a
Spiritual training is a must in the lives of our
Waverly, Tenn. spent the week vice are:
hospital there.
with their relatives, and attended
Sarah Ann Dacus visited her
young ones.
Narvel Seals, Chairman, three
the Banana realised. Mrs. Murray
family over the week end, returnStone,
Jr.,
U.
Sterling
year
term;
was the former Ethelyne Thomas
ing to her school duties on Monof Dukedom. They saw old friends Vice Chairman, one year term: day.
"Train up a child in the way he should go: and
and have made new ones by at- John R. Orr, regular member, two
Pvt. Dan Boyd is on a fourteenFirst
AlGiffin,
Glynn
year
term;
tending.
day furlough, visiting his parents,
when he is old, he will not depart from it."
We have news from Mrs. Coven* ternate; Raymond McCullough, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Boyd. He has
Alternate.
Second
Hastings in Detroit that her husjust finished boot training at Fort
The election was held at a county Jackson, S. C.
band, Covene, has just undergone
Take your children to, church Sunday.
surgery succesehillY and deleS as convention on September 34 at the Mrs. T. L Ainley, Mrs. Thomas
were
Hall.
Electors
Bureau
Farm
well as my last mart. He wishes
Iltruce, Mrs. Duren McCall and
this reporter to say to all friends farmers chosen as convention dele- Mrs. Hillman Westbrook attended
around this section, "Thanks" to gates at recent ASC community the meeting of Hopewell Presbyall who sent pgit-endl wishes, cards, committee elections throughout the terial Missionary Auxiliary at
letters and cals. Ine is most grate- county.
Bradford last Tuesday.
ful for reneeshrances and your
Chairman Narvel Seals points
interest in his behalf.
out that the ASC county and comI have just visited with my chil- munity farmer-committees are in
• DUKEDOM RT. 2
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frieda, charge of local administration of
Mrs. 0. P. Taylor
my new grandson Kerry Michael. such national farm programs as
They are coming along fine since the Agricultural Conservation ProMr. and Mrs. Bill Winstead and
dismissal from Queen City Infirm- gram, the feed vain program, the
cry there in Tullahoma. Doyle re- voluntary wheat program, acreage grandson, of Akron, visited the
.•.••
turned to his employment at the allotments and marketing quotas, W. L. Matthews over the week end.
Mrs. Weaver Thacker, of near
AEDC plant last Monday.
the National Wool Program, com- Wingo, called on Mrs. Oliver TayW.9fl8:j
'loans,
and
modity price support
•
week.
day
last
lor
one
••000000000000000••
storage facility loans.
attended the Bacrowd
large
A
DUCK'S 24 HOUR
The ASC county office at Union nana Festival in Fulton Saturday
City is headquarters for the county of last week.
Mrs. Olga Taylor was the Sunday
committee, and serves as the farmers' local contact for business con- dinner guest of Mr. and Mn. Tom— Radio Dispatched —
nected with participation in the mie Moore. She attended preachprograms administered by the ing service at Bethlehem Sunday
committees. These programs en- at 11 a. a.
106 W.State Line
Mr. and Mrs. James Ellegood, of
courage conservation and increase
farm returns by means of price near Arlington, were Sunday guests
supports and market supply-man- of the Oliver Taylors. Mr. and Mrs.
*gement as well as by payments. Tremon Rickman were afternoon
Nights, Dial 473-1117‘
guests
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Huddle, of
mit Letel Pews ?bit
Pilot Oak, visited their son and
............L.
family, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Ituddle, Mike, Tony and Myra, of Ful;
••••
—
—
ton Sunday.
Everett Yates, father of D. and
Virgil Yates of Fulton, is a patient
In a Paducah hospital and will have
r..
surgery in a few days.
MS TOOK

for a
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CHESTNUT GLADE

son and Mr. and Mrs. Orvin Morrison.
Little Bobby Melton, wTh has
been a patient at the Le Binheur
Hospital in Memphis for the past
three weeks, has not improved as
has been hoped.
Mrs. Lilly Ray and Mr. and Mrs.
011ie Thomas were dinner guests
of Mrs. Fred Vaughan, after attending service at New Hope last Sunday.

Adair Cannon and Mr. and Mrs
Harvey Vaughan attended tin
Bible Teachers Workshop at th
Dresden Church of Christ las
Monday and Tuesday nights. Mort
than 180 attended each night. Wt
were pleasantly surprised to an
Mrs. Ruth Rainey Culley fron
.
Paris. Mrs. Culley taught music a.
Chestnut Glade several years ago
A large number of churches in tbi
area were represented at thi:
workshop and many ideas for saw
interesting and informative mail
ods of teaching Bible classes were
exchanged.

Most everyone from this community attended the Banana Festival last week. It is agreed that
such an opportunity for such a proCongratulations to Mrs. Norm.
ject for good should be continued. Perry, who received the 9400.0
People in this area are not privileg- jackpot at Piggly-Wiggly last Sat
ed to have such an opportunity to urday.
attend international progress locally often.
We He'd Industrial Park
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Watts, Mrs.

I'M

pga4omorrow

The Church is God's appointed agency in
this world for spreading the knowledge of
His love for man and of His demand for
man to respond to that love by loving his
neighbor. Without this grounding in the
love of God, no government or society or
way of life will long persevere and the
freedoms which we hold so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even from a
selfish point of view, one should support
the Church for the sake of the welfare of
himself and his family. Beyond that, however, every person should uphold and
participate in the Church because it tells
the truth about man's life, death and
destiny; the truth which alone will set him
free to live as a child of God.

Narvel Seals
Named To Head
ASC Committee

MIN

II

.3

Ill

Ci) Coleman Adv. Sem

r5

Wrecker Service

Dial 472-1821

ll

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
FARM LOANS

OFFICE PHONE 472-1351
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Get the highest rate en your savings at
Security Peden! Savings and Lean Association at 131 East Center Street In Sikeston,
MilisourL Savings are insured up to 510,1IN
by the Federal Savings & Loan insurance
Cornoratien — en *gamy of the Padova'
Government. Your savings immediately
available.

Ser*ries.
They

mnes-

reciable

1SS MAIN STREET

42%
Current Dividend
On
Insured Savings

SAVINGS added by the 101k
EARN DIVIDENDS FROM THE ld

,en proI crank
are alwork is
['here is
orication
d here.
place is
the prone, oils,
.e all of
ant sees
of in-

LETS GET
ACQUAINTED
Write today for additional information
and financial statement, or you may
send your cheek or
money order to open
your account, and
this ee911011.

&red

no
gtablish;ible for

............noolo.•••••—•111111.11•••••••

stomers
dispatch
It does
in, this
g public
modern
that is
glad to
ri in this
L'ity and

Mr. James M. Beaird, Manager
Security Federal Savings Si Lean Atom
124 East Center St. Sikeston, Me. Sand
your IMMO report and Informetion to
Name
Address
City

State

Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire
were visitors in the 0. F. Taylor
home Saturday night for a while.

•
•

........... OA.
•

•

Mrs. Lela Campbell passed away
at her home in Water Valley early
Tuesday morning. Our sympathy is
extended to the family.
Mrs. Bill Herndon, of Cuba, is a
patient in the Mayfield Hospital.
Hope she has a speedy recovery
and can reborn bone semi.
Mrs. Ora McGuire and Miss
Mabel Cavender, of Dukedom, visited Mrs. Maude Vincent recently.

THIS SERIES OP CHURCH ADS IS BEING PUBLISHED THROUGH THE COOPERATION OP THE LOCAL MINISTERIAL
ASSOCIATION AND IS SPONSORED BY THU UNDERSIGNED INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY

Hickman - Fulton Ce's. R.E.C.C.

Jobbers ef Shell Products
Fulton

"Live Better lieldifieelle

Phone 4710-11112

Hickman, Ky.

Your Prescription Drug Store
'Complete line of Halltallies
and
mark cards,
Phone 472-13P
Fulton, Ky.
playing cards
'Gifts in colored glassware, brass, Goldtone
Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
and milkglass
See us for all your Insurance needs
'Pepperite printed staPhone 472,1341
231 Main St.
tionery, calling cards
and notes
'Picture frames
PURE WM COMPANY
'Permanent flower arAt the store or at your door
rangements
Fulton, Ky,
Phone 4724311
'Fresh-cut flower arrangements
'Corsages ad pillow
E. W.James & Son Supermarkets
corsages 1i*
Hickman, Ky.
Union City, Tema.
'Wedding flowers a speclaity
South Puttees, Tenn.,
'Artistic funeral arrangements
THE CITIZENS BANE

Carr at Commercial
Phone 472-1577

We buy and sell deify
Morris $t; S. Fulton

Phone 472-31151

Airline Gas Co. of Fulton. INC.

CITY DRUG COMPANY

Scoff's floral Rapp

William Ward, Livestock

Make eur bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

Phone WWII

Butane and Propane gas dealer

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co..Inc
Kentucky Ave.,

Fulton

Pullen, Ky.

Phone 4711-W1

SMALLMAN SHEET METAL
Unisex gee turneees, air modifies's:rep

"

Travelers Inn Restaurant

all-electric beet pump; electric Mimeos

Pasturing Hem.-Mode Pies
Special Sunday Dinner

SEARS
Shop by Phone

Phone 479-141111

Sew* Fulton, Term.

JET LANES
special rates to Chord groups
110 Peer% St.

Phone 471-1410

Hemphill Cities Service Stades
Tires, Batteries, miner repairs
Breadway St

Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.

P168110

OHM

King Motor Company. Inc.
Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Denier

Pvilen and South Pullen

111 W. State Line

Phone 479-1111,1

•
1,7

WO
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Ruddle of Fulton, and Theresa Wall
of PutsThe retiring Princess, Rita Wilson, vivacious Fulton beauty, who
has competed in 108 beauty contests
—and won a goodly share of the
titles, bade farewell to the group
present, prior to making her final
walk down the ramp. She thanked
all who had helped her—especially
Mercer Lee Price, her parents, Mr.

ship in the State of Tennessee by a
representative of Governor Frank
Clement, who was unable to attend
the Festival.
Miss Marcia Murray, of Paris,
Tenn., Miss Tennessee was also
presented at the pageant.
A 12-year-old Humboldt, Tenn.,
girl provided an impressive solo,
"Battle Hymn of the Republic"
during the pageant. Such a wonder-

included ifies Paltiela islasteros,
who is Mile Semi* ef 2111$ and
who represented ler country in the
Miss Universe contest this year in
Miami. She has been received with
warmth aud enthusiasm at every
appearance she made during the
Festival. She is an airline stewardess with Ecuatoriana
Miss Ecuador was presented a
A special guest at the pageant plaque signifying honorary citizen-

and Mn?. E. Wilson, and the
many
in Humboldt, Jackson
and
see as well as her
born
Fulton. She received
oration from the audia
irillon is returning to
ence,.
for a screen career and
the hones for a seccessful future
from many of this area go with
•

ful prmeatation by such a young
girl brought a great ovation from
the audience. She also sang a
"Salute To Youth."
Dave Overton, WSM Radio and
TV at NeuirvIlle was the emcee and
Joe Kincaid of Humboldt, the organist.
The Fulton Rotary Club sponsored the beauty pageant, as it has
during the other two fesitvals.
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Rita Wilson, Banana Festival princess, compliments talented young Juli
Lynn Falkoff on winning in the talent show held during the Banana
Festival. The young lady bids well to follow in Rita's footsteps. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Julius Falkoff of Hickman.

Fultion's Fame Growing
In Football Conferences
Few communes the size of T. and is one of the hIg boys that
go this year.
'be Twin CAies of Fliton, Ken- is making the teamquarterback at
Covington,
Jamey
neky-South Fulton, Teonessee can U. T., has been an the injureed
'mast of having six boys playing list due OD wreck bast spring.
'ootball in major colleges on Ronny Winston, regular senior
etardivs: Terry Doodles,IL K.; Trade/back of Abilene. is playJimmy Lowe and Jtheny Covingt- ing fine ball. Charlie Forrest is
on, U. T.; Charlie Forrest, /fur- quarterback at Miereir State.
-ay State; Roony Winton, Abilene Last year he was voted The ouarristien and Gene Hardy, U. T. sMni
player in the O. V. C.
M. B. in 4 college conferences, Gale Hardy Ms played at the
3. E. C., 0. V. C.. S. L. C., end University of Tanneesee, Martin
V. A. S. C. This community is idge Brandt ito dm pest 2 masa= as
he hone of the now famous In- a regishe detheurse specialist.
tombola Bonsai Festival and
boasts 2 One high scant* Tit Though two of these boys fin'he total +combined population is ished at Ebuth Fulton, three at
less them 0000.
Fulton Hieh and one at Union
Terry Beadles, starting defen- Ciy, one intercepting flact remains.
sive quertelback has played ben- In line, 4 of them boys were
ne= MR so ter this year for quarterbacks in Fulton With play• 5th ranked Kentucky mod Ms
Coach Charlie Thanes.
beat bathed by Coach Charlie ing be for
Bradshaw as one of the finest Pkarest was thee a Jailor, Winpremed, ever to play there. Jim- ston. a sophomore, Covington a
my Lowe for the past 2 yews Me freshman, and +Beadle, was in the
started as offensive tackle of U. Ith.

UK Ilersiag Program
Geis USPIIS Grail

MIL PRICE—
(Cbstinued /rein Page One)
her fellow contestants was Miss
Margaret Ann Butts, of Murray,
granddaughter of Mrs. Edith Lowe
of Fulton.
WM Kathy Bowland, as the
highest rated Kentucky contestant,
was selected as Kentucky's represedative in the Miss United States
Contest in Norfolk, Va., later this

The University of Kentucky College of Nursing has received a U.S.
Public Health Service grant of
$17,360 which will tumble it to continue a special program for 40
nursing service supervisors and
head nurses from various Kentucky
hospitals. The program is aimed at
-finalists chosen at the pre.
increasing skills in planning, organCs on Friday night, other
izing, senovising, and evaluating
than the five finalists named above
individadised nursing care.
were: Kathy /lowland of Paducah,
Elizabeth Dianne Fields of Jackson,
Patty Jo Hamlet of Parts, Marie
Let's Go An Industry
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PORK CHOPM784
FRESH FRYER PARTS

Mak Wig AvetZ585b.
Li. 434
- WHOLE LEGS

NAME...

FRYER1
NOON 14
C.et-Uy Or
Qvarteterl

ulINISPDEACTED

• it's made by Hiram Wake*

WHERE

10 T• 20 Lbs.)

Ground BstafE 4Ftsliis3 '''"rP:g. 454 Tprkeys
Semi-Boneiessamsn.fll8os Meet
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Skinless Wiene
SPECIAL COFFEE SALE-MILD AND MELLOW A&P Fruit Drink
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1 94
EIGHT..119 Shor
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rs.4
Cracke
0"1,17 SAG
CLOCK
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D Miracle Whip :rams
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49t
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room Tissue
Facial Tissues
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69e
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SAVE ON Ws FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
,
CALIFORNIA
FaultlessSTARCH mals" 54c
RED
Cauliflower Lg.".28
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fl
17
Pr 1.
=:1
Tokay
29
5,F•f
Yellow
"w
s
Onion
Ritz Crackerrn:;354
Grapes
Hydrox rawrEEs.„.,1616.: 454 Apples Rwm"ci"i 1
LB. 1O
5c
oral
lb.
AGE
CABB
;294
Wrarz
lds
Reyno
99*
Real KillmsECTICI" 89
'Vanilla Ice Cream
Karo Syrup B(E3IL'irEc:574 Angel Food Ring
A
Starkist Tiiiialle.19c Frosted Ball DOflUtSFKR
494.
Prestone.ar Gal c"1"Blackberry Pie
IT'S TINE FOR ANTI.1212ZEI
Del Monte
LS
CEREA
POST
e
Pineappl
POST TOASTIES 18-01. YOUR CHOICE
Sliced
Crushed
$100
MARVEL
BRAN FLAKES 16-0s.
1-Lb.33
RAISIN BRAN 14-0s. %Till
Anti Freeze
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. OCT. 9th.
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SPRAY ON ISM

NABISCO STACK

or"59

L

Gel.
Ctn.

MARVEL

A•rsol Bomb 14 Os

(Save 10)

PjAARItEER

17 01.394
Coke

(Seve 64)

•it's 86 proof
• it's straight bourbon
whiskey

$4.N
$2.50
Pint
4-5 Qt.

•

OCCUP

a,
aot
LiveruPERRII884
2g.954

(Greif* A
U.S.D.A.
INSPECTED
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•sip it slow and easy

ADORE

Sold T. Dealers

No Limit -

•

whole

FULL QUART $5.01/1
(Tax Included)

(Save 10)

PjAARNKEER

4)4 Oz.
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Step Up Search for Former 4-H'ers
Who Qualify for Alumni Awards
The Federal Exionsion Serv- year. And 200 could be cited for
ice estimates that there are 13 the state plaque award.
Then there are eight national
million former 4-H Club niene
award recipients to be
.
key
to
hers in the United p
selected from
day. fio it is safe to Ney.,
in
kamong the state
each of the nearly 3,100 counw i n ne ra. These
ties aleLdistricts withitrthe 50 j
eight are guests
states reticle thousands of men
of Olin during
and women who were 4-11'ers.
the National 4-H
Club Congress
It is these people whom the
at Chicago. An
national ‘4-H alumni program
elaborate alumseeks to honor locally and nani banquet and
tionally through its't recognition
other recogniewer& The progrt is conlion events spotducteffrhy the Exte oti Servlight the naice and supported by4be Olin
Pin tional winners.
Mathieeen Chemical
roars- 4-H Alumni
"With so much good being
don. Participants sou
t are
persons who have demon ated done by so many who have
oth, shared a common philosophy
leadasehip, service to
easiest* to 4-H principles nd of service to others and who
success in their occupation r attained success in life," obprofession.
t served Mr. Kenneth Anderson,
asociate director of the NaBusinessmen, homemaker
farmers, teachers, public o(fi- onal 4-H Service Committee,
cials and others have received "it's important that these realumni''Swards during .the 13 veritable Americans be honyears they have been fiffered. ored."
He urges residents to check
The main task, according to the
National 4-H Service Commit- childhood affiliations of promitee whieh cooperates in the nent neighbors to ascertak if
program, is to make a concen- they have a 4-H backgroued.
tested effort to keep in touch "If so, make him or her yotte
withlormer 4-H members. 1966 candidate," he added.,
Noma of pergola can be sent "Ways to locate 4-H alumni are i
to the National 4-H Service at large meetings, local affairs,
clubs, church and by just ask
Committee.
If every county from coast to ing around."
Information supplied on the
coast named four persons to
receive the count' alumni rec- form below will be sent to the
Opinion pin, more than 12,000 proper extension office for foe
Mid be honored in a single low-up.
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When Rita landed InMemphis she purchased a bright red
TR-4 convertible, visited nor
old home tows of Humboldt
where she adopted an adorable
black toy poodle and Is pleasing
on returning to Hollywood this Jr
week. Rita's mother wiil accompany her on the Mora trip.

Boy Friends?"I henget the
time," she sakl,"Atthe moment
I am dedicated to findings place
for myself in the field reacting.
Someday, yes, but love and ambition are both too ribiumoding
to be compatible, especiaky,
when you are jest ceding started. So love must wait."
Her goals?"I want togetisy
master's degree in soma at
Southern California, become a
better than average actress,get
04Pnrieace on the night club circuit and someday be in a
Broadway show."
It is a glamorous life but a
hard one, says Rita. It takes
more than beauty and more talent to make the top. She

"It takes ethication,elamtaaua
lt
the personal backing ofinterested people who believe in your
ability - and especially it lakes
the support of your own Busily."
Maybe not tomorrow, but

soon, Rita should be able to
catch her star. It also takes a
lot of old-fashioned most' and
stickum power but Rik Ms
proven that she has it all.
Yes, she is "dote all riot
for a Mountain Gal."

444 Alumni Information
NAME—
ADDRESS__

The Deily Messenger

OCCUPATION
WHERE A 4-H MEMBER

Immunization
Recommended
Against 'Flu'

National 4-H Service Committee
Information Service Dept.
59 E. Van Buren St.
Chicago, Illinois 60605

WASHINGTON— An advisory
committee for the Deportment
of Health. Education and Welfare recommends influenza immunization for the* mops:

liaby-Sitting
Machine Shown
At Turin Fair
TURIN, Italy ( . -A babysitting machine is drawing lots
of attention at Turin's annual
technology fair.
Put on show by an Italian
household appliance manufacturer. it can be likened to a
dishwasher or clothes washer.

ORIGINAL

It is completely automatic and
PrOwl4011 a ampata.badt hi five
inilie the
machine. Then
jets of warm water spray
around -him, followed by a
sprinkling of just the right
amount of soap and a rinse to
wind it up.

cylielier4tepee

REPRINTS
of any photos
Your

1

Means Shopping List
Available NOM

Save Time-Check al your family
needs this convenient wary.
Awild 111111111,-Se your order m
nem- stead of the crowds.
emery SOriega -Your order is prepored esrly whde stocks ace compiete

tit Fits

PUIS A PONY!

appearing in this issue are
available at the NEWS office. You may order by phone
(472.1600) or come to 209 Commercial Avenue.

Fulton.

Evans Drug Co.
Lake Street Fulton

Beauty CrownsMayProve
Rita's, Road To Stardom
Area Beauty
Working Hard
To Reach Goal
By BETTY CARDWELL
On a bale of cotton she parlayed a belting, barefoot rendition of "Mountain Gal" to pluck
the beauty plum of Tennessee
In 1961.
She made a business of winning beauty crowns and the business paid generous dividends.
She is a modern miss,climb..
tog the stairway to fame with a
star at her fingertips.
She is Rita Wilson and it has
been a hard, fast climb from the
skintly moppet with flying black
lair and tortoise shell glasses
who stood at the bottom of the
ladder and made a wish--to the
Rita of today.
Two weeks ago Rita left
Hollywood to return ti Fulton,
Ky., where alturday night she
said "Adios" to the beauty pageant circuit, passing the crown
of Banana Princess
to her
SUCC*51110T.

4

Give e great big hoot 'n holler
for a tasty bottle of the,
gen-yipw-ine, country-style
MOUNTAIN DEW at yore fav'rit
store right soon ... y' hear?
You'll love it, cotins, 'cause
it's downright d..-lish-ushl

Thursday afternoon she took
time fr,,m a er•wded schedule
to pay a visit to Union City and
The Messenger office.
The first time I saw Rita was
In Jonesboro, Ark., where she
was the r(omniate of our daughter at the Arkansas State College majorette camp. Three
years later, with a few added
curvy pounds anti contact lens to
replace the glasses, Rita was
named Miss Gibson County by
a panel,
f Judges which included
Mr. and Mrs. Garland Bennett
of Union City.
During her high school years
at Humboldt she entered many
contests and graduated with a
collection of crowns and trophies ranging from the "National
Strutting Champion" to Catfish
Queen and MissOkra. The competition gave her the needed experience to compete for the big
title of Mies Tennessee.
Two attempts in the Jackson
contest found Rita running close
to the top but it waen't until the
1961 pageant that she combined
her /poise, personality, talent

FOR SALE
Two-Ton Chovrolot

QM TRUCK
It. OIEE-LISH-USH

Phone
MO BY PISSI-COLA BOTTLING CO; FULTON, Kir.

23S-2747

and beauty into the winning combination. Not only did she win
the state title, but she became
the first recipient of theMercer
Lee Price Scholarship Foundation award which allowed her
to attend Northwestern for the
completion of her college
career. The first two years
were spent at Ole Miss on a
majorette scholarship.
As Miss Tennessee Rita
represented the state in the
Miss America contest. The Atlantic City extravaganza was a
week of excitement, learning,
the re-evaluation of her gestates and, of all things, a week
of illness. She, who was sever
sick, came down with tossillitis
and a 104 fever - but she never
missed a cue.
During her reign as Inas
Tennessee she interrupted her
college studies to tour 4'l states
as the representative at her
state. !he acted as hostess for
company shows, gave fashion
show benefits, judged beauty reviews and cut the ribbons for the
opening ceremonies of new
businesses.
Toward the end of her reign
as Miss Tennessee, Rita was
given permission by the state
sponsors to enter the Miss Dixie
contest in Daytona. One of the
contestants was Donne Axons of
Arkansas who later won the Miss
America crown. Rita captured
the Miss Dixie title which opened the door to appearances on
the Today Show, The Tonight
Show and other national TV
programs. As Miss Dixie she
toured Jamaica as Ambassador
of the South.
to
transferring
Before
Northwestern, where she would
major in theatre, Rita played the
tide role of "Gypsy" which became one of Front Street Theaters biggest hits.She was hostess with Dick Hawley for•sixweek TV show and sang at the
Cummlt Club.
At Northwestern her talents
began to bloom. She won the
lead In the Was-Mu Show, the
country's top collegeproduction
which has fostered such stars as

Clariton Reston and Aim Margret. The ingenue lead was hers
in five other college plays.
Each Tear the Journalistic
Media selects a girl as "Headliner of The Year." In 1965
Rita tied with Jackie Mayer, who
was the reigning Was America,
for the honor. • "ti
Last tall Rita entired her
final beauty review and
fits
received
as
Princess aided her in côtu,
p
wletingher
estern.
degree at North.
4,

Ray 8
SANDWICH

SHOP
South Fulton

..

Sacred Cows
NEW DELHI

Deoliater,4400.144
oast, compialedd travel more comlartably than
'Inane= on Indian trains.

As Banana Princess aimless
invited to appear on "To Tell
The Truth." With her hair styled
by the famous Mr. Kenneth she

nos seen by millions as Ostend
two other beauties fooled the
TV panelists.
Mrs. Leceard Goldee,alumni advisor of Kappa Kappallunma at Northwestern, took a
sandal interest in Rita and introduced her to Mr. Golden who
became Rita's attorney and
manager. After graduating last
December, Rita returned to Fulton for a brief stay with her
Parents before beginning a con,
contrated period of prceessiunal
studies in New York.
For over six months she
studied drama under Lee lirasborg, Uta Haan and the MGM
coach, Joshes Shelley. Voice
trebles was received under Mae
browser, aformer Metropolitan
Opera star. Dick Kapp and
Lyme Berge, the coach of Barbra Streisand and Lisa Mitteltaught her the techniques,
showmanship and the art otpresmiting a song. Jazz dancing
was directed by Luigi,and Mavis
Walters instructed her in bal.
let. The Goldens have seen that
Rita has received the best to
prepare her for show business.
The first of September Rita
'eget to Hollywood. Mr. Golds* arranged interviews with
three major studios, Columbia,
MGM and 20th Century. Rita
was offered studio contracts
with two of the companies but
her manager is waiting until all
contacts are made before signing her to a commitment.

4.---........0,...,
9

Rita is eagerly anticipating
returning to her new Hollywood
apartment. She knows the California town can be cruel to aspiring youter actresses but she
won't feel alone. She already
has had lunch with a former
,Ole bliss friend,Mary Ansellobley, whose career is beginning
to bounce with a new picture
with Jerry Lewis next in line.

Those who have ciwatic
ease, as of the hart sr Mtge.
Persons over 45 and especially
those ever IL
Pregmat women.
Residents of nursing beams,
hospitals or other places where
diseases can be communkated.

PIT BAR B CMS
Custom Sarbequing
)0.
at all times
SIG HAMBURGERS
...-----.-1
THICK SHAKES
FISH SANDWICHES Imood
coffee, tool

No matter the
ing a good time.

ioa —good grooming is part of havexclusive drycleaning process

assures you that your t‘eidrobe will be fresh and libellee!" for every occasion. You are sure to be a winner
everytime with

MIRACLE tINISH
PROCEsst'

An Autumn Serenade
The falling leaves drift
by my window
The falling leaves of red and
gold .
Let us arrange for you a beautiful new assortment of fall
flowers. It doesn't have to be red and gold but it will have
to please or we will do it all over until it reaches perfection. We will create a bouquet in a profusion Of Misr or
arrange fruits and vegetables in your wooden bowl-sad
if ypu don't have a wooden bowl, we have those too. Glee
us your ideas and we will turn them into a reality. Ow
daily from ? - 9 and we charge it or lay it away.

Featured Entertainers

Thurs...The Four Speeds
Sal...The "Xs"

Valthis

SIFT, ANTIOUB I MOMS POSINIIININ

POSSE 4794541

SOUSE

mows.Tin.
_
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Fulton,Ky.
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RUNG UP HERE!
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Have shopiiing list — WILL Si
All
Aou can be sure of tt when you
buy ALL your food needs at E. W. JAMES'S because ALL our
prices are LOW PRICES! Our market's full of them — from
FROZEN
front to back and side to side.., wtth plenty &SUPER SAVER MINUTE MAID
SPECIALS ::. between. And when only low-prices are rung up
at the ct. .:kolit, you're bound to get MORE CASH SAVINGS
in the LOW total cost of a big cartful of your favorite foods.

Armour Star SLICED BAC I N
ORANGE DELIGHT 5 `fNzE; 69 BOLOGNA
FRANKS
15c
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CREAM PIES 3
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STEAK
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9
LIGHT
TUNA
FISH STICKS
T.
STEAK
LANALL
10 t- 39c
PORK RIBS
HP:isuCIAMALES gimes1.00
ki iper
REAican CHEESE ta. 19c
BREAST
ter 23'
CHEESE
Legs & Thighs
19c
#
r 8111ERE ROLLS
GISSARDS
BAKING COOKIES
47c
WINGS
LIVERS
449c
$$$$$ $ $$$$$$$$$$
GEEPOPCORNr
BIG
$$ We're Giving
$ Money Await
ilk d°z.,1 CE 3 tw s1.0O
INSTANT
COFFEE MATE
51b.
bag
$ You May Win

I

KREY ALL MEAT

MORTON FROZEN (Assorted Flavors)

12 OZ.

CAN

5leg

6 °Z. CAN

59c

U. S. CHOICE

00 suqms
PY
A
AN
4
c

ROUND
STEAK

3 OZ. PKG.

WOWPLMCZ

lb

6

CHICKEN PARTS
.49c

39c
ib 29' BEEF STEW LYKEsmGcA24
Jergens SOAP
BISCUIT MIX
HOMINY
BUSH
BEANS

6'

AKE

OUR CHOICE BEEF HAS
BEEN GRADED BY
USDA

ROLL

6

TWIN PACK

HAA8E.)YES

PURE CANE

CASE

29
'

°Z.

SUGAR

L T11.12 ANDY OR 3LUE PLATE

SALAD
DRESSING iwNcksifiRcks

WITH AN ADDITIONAL $5.00 PURCHASE,
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & MILK PRODUCTS.

31/2

SORGHUM

OUR
AD
RUNS
FOR
6 BIG
DAYS ...
NOT
JUST
FOR 3
DAYS.

GA LL°M1 1

1/2 GALLON

29c

OZ. CAN

BAIII ME BAR

.79c

IT'S SO TENDER

'IA" 79c

Sli DRESSED

PKGS.

tit 19C

BOOTH FROZEN
16 OZ.

AL

6

REELFOOT

UP CHICKEN "CID" HEINZ

69'
49'
39c
89U.c
$1.19
49

OLD FASH

4
10'

PKGS.

ION"14aN
14 1/2 OZ. CAN

BUSH

SIZE CAN

$ Each Time You Visit Our Store You Will Receive
$ (Without Obligations) A FREE TICKET ... Drop

GRADE A MEDIUM

$ It In The Box ... Drawing Will Be Held Each
$ Saturday At 6 P.M.
Winning Number Will Be

$25000;

$ Posted In The Store (Must Be Claimed By Tues. $

$ This Week's
e.$ Bonus
Of
Ail Adult May Come By For FREE Tickets.

Es

$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
itiEEsToric
PRIDE OF GEORGIA
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SHE
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$1.29 PECANS

3 h. 69c
4l99'

KY. KERNELL

DOZEN

QUART

From Our Kitchen •••••••••••••••
Lb.
NEWPORT

NO. 2 1/2 SIZE CAN

GREEN BEANS um- 2fig 49c
White
Snowy
29c
DINNER
MACARONI
CHEESE :OjitNER Bono 39c PUIFJE.PY/ER
Flisp4 with CHEESE 49c
Evaporated MILK 3,- 39c
Jack Sprat SALT
10'
Instant Folger s looz. 1.19 CARROTS
29c
clISIES
243'
LOMATOES
89'
1c9eNEFI)UTTER
CHILI BEANS 4— 1.0O

LARGE HEADS

avc

KRAFT

FRESH
CUCUMBERS

FOR

Chicken Salad
Bologna Salad
liff Banana Pudding

4 Lb.
Bag
_

CELLO1
BAG

0
17::::

2

10

$

GREEN FREsH
CABBAGE

NICE FIRM HEADS

La
21;2
"

AN

$111L

ASSORTED FLAVORS
DELICIOUS TASTING
HOME BAKED

NS

27°Z. WI

'55c

18 OZ.
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Brighten Closets
with Wallpaper
----Ma* the most neglected
Mena of the house n'skehe dos... We close the dos*•em them
liod go merrily on bur way.
tLately closets have boss getting
Isom and more attention, espe-daily from interior stylists. In fact,
Abasing up Ckeets is considered in
=Ay quarters to be the fashionthing to do.
—Smart cliff dwellers, for in-

&

stance,

with small apartments look
upon their walk-in closets as an
opportunity to become really creative
Sliding door closets, common to
the newer homes, offer similar
But
decorating
opportunities.
whether the house is new or old,
there's certain to be a hall closet
or linen closet which can be made
more attractive.
TOUtL IGHJOY TRUE
SATHWAXTION WTI*
YOU UT ACQUIUNTCD
WITH
•

I

40

"We Specialise In Service"
• Oil Changed
• Gremlins
• Muffler and Tall Pipe Service
* Let Us Balance Your Tires

Clyde Fields Service Sta.

Flue-Cured
Surplus To
Be Reduced

Pre-Patted, ninsticiaed wallpapers have berme Ete favorite
means for impoiing.tikete and decor into close**
The Unite. 1161111paper Comonogrsts that the
pany of Chictaitt
crewels and
traditional c
floral dative nee& net always be
used in such decor'''. It recommends that the homemaker consider stripes, rich tietallk patterns, damasks, gingham checks
and stylized textures for a fresh
anima to the storage area. Or
you aslobt even want to try a gay
poodle pattern.
Pre-pasted, factory trimmed papers are very easy to handle, and
make the decorating effort a pleasant afternoon's endeavor . . .
which can be shown proudly for
many years to come. After being
cut to size, the paper is dipped in
cool, clean water and applied to the
wall. Thus, the whole pasting step
is eliminated. After you have doe
the interior walls, be sure you have
enough leftover paper to cover your
h.st boxes and other storage containers. If you will tell your needs
to a wallpaper dealer, he will make
certain that you get the correct
amount. United's PDQ, Dip N
Do,. and Trims collections offer
a wide variety of pre-pasted patterns for your new closet decor.

In Hie Heart ef Down Town Pullen

William Holden, Alec Guinness and
Jack Hawkins star in Sam Spiegel's "Tho Bridge on the River
Kwai," tho CinemaScope-Technicolor drama which won seven
Acadorny Awards including that for "best picture." "Kwai" was
made by Spiegel and director David Lean, makers of the spectacular "Lawrence of Arabia."

RALEIGH, N. C. (AP) — At
riculture Secretary Orville Freesays surpluses of flue-cured
tobacco will be reduced this year
for the first time in four years.
He told members of the Farmers Cooperative Exchange and
the Carolinas. Cotton Growers
Association Friday that the
acreage-poundage control program instituted this year had
bald production below domestic
and export needs for the first
time in that period. "With about
SO per cent of the crop marketed, prices have been averaging
about seven cents a pound over
last year and there has been
Improvements in tobacco quality," he said, adding that less
tobacco had gone under government loan.

MARTIN
SEW
PAINTS
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CS

SHOWING SUNDAY THRU TUESDAY • FULTON THEATRII

A Main Dish for Fall
Bring a touch of autumn's golden hues to your dinner table with
this colorful and hearty main dish
It's a palate pleaser, too
Called Autumn Ham Slice, the
entree uniquely varies a popular
food pair--ham and sweet potatoes. A filling of mashed sweet
potatoes, bottled lemon juice and
applesauce is tucked between two
center-cut ham slices. A brown
sugar-lemon sauce is spooned over
the dish while it bakes.
You'll enjoy the ease of using
bottled lemon juice foe,this recipe.
You avoid the fuss of squeezing
lemons, and bottled lemon juice is
more econossicaL

NOTICE

teaspoon cinnamon
center-cut ham slices, cut /
2
1
inch thick
Whole cloves, if desired
cup ReaLemon bottled kmon juice
2 cup brown sugar
1
/
2 tablespoons pan drippings

2 cup
1
Combine sweet potatoes, /
brown sugar, A cup bottled lemon juice, applesauce and cinnamon. Spoon on top of one ham
slice. Place second slice over sweet
potato mixture. Stud edge of ham
slices with cloves, if dpired. Bake
in a slow oven (325°F.) 45 minutes. Combine A cup bottled lemon juice, y, cup brown sugar and
drippings. Spoon over ham slice
AUTUMN HAM SLICE
11 2 cups mashed cooked sweet and continue bakidg 15 minutes.
1 /
To serve, carve down through
potatoes
both ham slices and filling, slicing
2 cup brown sugar
1
/
Y4 cup ReaLemon bottled lem- it as you would a loaf of bread. 6
servings.
on juice
Vs cu a'

Sheriff Joe Campbell will be in
Fallon Friday, October 8 at the
City Hall from 9 a. m. to 4p.m.
to celled Stale and County taxes.

b.

JUST IN TINE FOR THE WORLD SERIES

4
OC

CAN

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON

1

AR

0KGS,

AT WHOLESALE PRICES!
CURTIS NAMES
• DeLue Low-Rfry Comb
• Twin Speakers
• Frosted, Ne-Glare Picture
Tube
• Automatic Celer Purifier
• Iastaat Picture (Ns Nam
Up Needed)

6•8-55c
,
,2
1. . .49c
LIS TASTING

Compare
at 39.95
SIZES FOR

EACH

-

You'll like the expensive-looking tailoring in rich, pure wool worsteds . ..
you'l find the quality suit that is just
right from our big selection of styles,
colors, patterns and sixes. Best of all—
you save •fistful of folding money on
this—one of America's outstanding
thi values ... see thorn NOW!

All

TELEVISION
EASY CREDIT TERMS FOR
YOUR CONVFN1"N( '

Factory Distributors For C-U TV fa this area
Moe 41114M11
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INereark To Build
Health Center

I most' Fruit
Preferred

NEWARKJI.J.(Aril... A *
million medal health cantor
and a $250,0001 day care center
for retarded ',children Will be
built by the State on an urban
renewal site in Newark, Mayor
Hugh J. Addenisio has as-

WASHINGTON — A U.S. Department of Agriculture survey
shows that 67 per cent of homemakers interviewed prefer to
buy all their fresh noncitrus
fruit loose. Only 9 per cent said
they wanted it packaged.

ItsilG

Meet "Cat lialleu“ and her tiein-robhin`
- mob of emeteurs! She's Jen* Fonda, ig the title role of the flaw
Columbia Pictures comedy. a wild end way-out Western in color.
Stemed with Jame are Dwayne Hickman. loft Michael Callen and
Lee Marvin. Others in the cast are Net King Cohs and Stubby Kay*.

nounced.

KING-0
HEAT
COAL
HEATERS

NOW SHOWING TFIRU SATURDAY. FULTON THEATRE

FRIDAY

.
S

NIGHT
TOP BANANAS — Vicki Lynn Bard (center)
of Kingsport, Tenn., displays the smile that
Saturday night won her the title of International Banana Princess as the third annual festival drew to a close at Fulton and

SOUTH FULTON, Tenn. (AP) — Beauty contests are nothing
mew for Vicki Lynn Hurd, 19, of Kingsport, 1965 Banana Festival
She was Miss Kingsport, runner-up in the Mies Tennessee
contest, noon* of the East Ennessee Strawberry Festival at
Payton and one of six finalists in the homecoming queen con-

MATHEMATICS CONSULTANT SERVICE
"Specialist In Mathematic Education"
Private and group tutoring for students, lecture series for

Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw,
Terter Sauce
French Fries

M1
FRY!

South Felton. First iwmairap miss Cecil.
Sampson (left) of Milan and aecosid re:0*rue was Carolyn Hamlet of Paris.(Photo by
Adelle).

Kingsport Beauty Wins
Banana Princess Crown

King took the old-fashioned coal heater and
up-dated the styling. Its smart, new design
makes this dependable, economical Mater an
attractive and decorative addition to any room
and King-O-Heat is the only coal heater with
the added convenience of a lift-up cash*
King-O-Heat gives more heat with less smoke
and uses less fuel, whether used with coal or
wood. You get up to 2 days heat without
refuel

test last spring at the U. S.
Military Academy,Vest Point,
N.Y.
me 5-11 blue-eyed blonde,
who is 36-24-30, was crowned
princess of the third anneal
International Banana Festival
as it Closed Saturday Midst.
Her predecessor, Rita Wilson of Fula', plumd the crown
on Miss illare's head and the
(peen was hutted& bouquet of
red roses and a beach of golden ripe Mamas from iceador.
Mies Ecuador,Patricia Halloiterer, smiled approval from
the aide.
A crowd estimated at 50,000
*latched the three-ealle•long
parade Saturday,coesumetlfeer
tons cd bananas and dimmed Into
a one-ton talent poddhig.

,itentleb
No. 1 Dier
9 at 7 pm
-house in I
be
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•0111.
W.

with
,eialion
dude:
al ICAO*"
MM Brood
Ones kvai
sertment
State Deg
311re; "Fa
laitisa"
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report of 111
.
moOlatilla 4

Imes

•
PiriNe

Slocean

cbninnani
Hysasse.
Caanalto
%femme int

Visn. IAN
'MeCrecissi

5 to 12 p. m.
All you can eat $1.06
Children 75c

N

For d•p•ndabl• comfort ad

ime

DERBY

META
Fulton, Ky.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
Commercial Ave.

workshops and in-service programs for teachers.

Pubic

P.0. Box 9, Martin, Tennessee 311217
After 5:30 p. m. phase

On

NOW=
sentkeemtmeassains..aseu.

FEE FBI= INSPECTION
BY TRAINED HEATING EXPERTS
FURNACE SERVICE. REPAIRS — GAS, OIL, COAL
Free estimate en cost of installing a new Lennox Gas
Punsecti, Air Conditioner, AN Electric Heat-Punsp-Illectric
!Furnaces.
CALL COLLECT

SMALLMAN SHEET METAL
FULTON,

PHONE 472-1912

5P. M. 'Til 10 P. M.
I

(Every Night)

/1/1
T°*

Wednesday Thru Sunday ob
ALL CHINESE DISHES NY
Egg Roll A Specialty
Ref

A

FOR ORDER TO CARRY HOME

.

a

7
se

Call 885-3091

ri*

BILTMORE
RESTAURANT
Pierre Bucher, Chef

e.
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A silk hayrick as a project
converting part of flighemy 45
Into a four-lane reed wM be
held at the Graves Ewell Corthome Oct. 14.
at
e:le SAL, Chadds
First
District *Iwo
. ennatatead today.
Four-isaisi of abe segamtof
the heavily - traveled higleany
will start at the intersiection
with the LOW by-pass and
run 1.5 miles to the vicinity at
the General Tire Co. plant, Henry said.
The by-pass nil become part
of Pardseee Partiality, the toil
road to be built from 1-34 near
Gilbertsville to Fulton.
Henry said that a "point"
has been fixed in eogineering
of the parkway so that the fourlased by-pass can be used.
garb! maps of the PrePoemd
parkway route shoW the highway rimming south of Newfield.
The hearing is required by the
federal government so that all
people interested in the fourbane project will have an opportunity to express therneelvrs
concerning the 00000121it impact
of the road knprovensest on
their section.
Highway Commissioner Henry Ward said Highway 45 will
be modernised dour-Weed) !n
sepitentio alremb, it is far_
lane from Paducah to Lone Opk,
a two phase project costing about $1,000,000.
The parkway will open a modern-highway outlet into Tennessee and Missouri and other
states. Highway 31 in a busy
north-south road running through
the western end of Kmitucky and
leaving the state

AN ids
ferule

US4

ISOM Orem 018•0 OW,Sim^

For

BES
arid
CLEANM
USED FURNITURE

the feedlot.
buy it at

Sat;child 50715
Zest State
\\

hut

itneraiS

Mineral deficiencies cost you money. A Swift mineral program
enables you to choose just the right level of phosphorus and
calcium while supplying nine other essential ingredients. You
help your animals give you more in returns
by improving their gain per pound of feed.
Get the right mineral recommendation from
us--whether your stock is on range or in

\

\

-\\N

•••• '.."•\ S s

Winne
Aware*

111111•1111.1111

-ts thk, tor;r: .t‘

Swift mineral programs
are formulated for
your feecing needs

••

Chocolate Caramel

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

Then you know it's Quality Chekcle!
That means you get a flavor no one else offers ... like
our Chocolate Caramel Ice Cream. The flavor comes from
real milk chocolates. And real milk caramels. Plenty of each.
Then we blend in our own chocolate ice cream recipe...
to bring you creamy Chocolate Caramel Ice Cream. You don't
have to remember the names of the flavors in order to identify
them. You can taste chocolate and caramel in each spoonful.

Next time you shop, remember that ours is one of the select
dairies authorized to carry the Quality Chekd label—and
Chocolate Caramel Ice Cream. It does make a difference.

Fulton,. Ky.

Results Of
Autopsy Report
Are Awaited

District Dairy
Cogference In
Oct 9
Amorkm Doerr assocestier
wilt bold its District
Ns 1 Dairy Code:vim October
9 at 7 pas. CST% at the CbUrtSomme la Paddifith.
at et owning wgi
áat the District
be dee
nho wig rep*
'Dairy
'•sent this talthwesannusi State
neat M.
the programa
talks by those ayethe eaderesse
Dairy Amnon II:Program
d
&" by srArtitL
Breading Alsocialtion; "SerIdeas Avidlaide Titres* the Ded Agricnittne" by the
=Degiestmsot of Agrleul; "Fa9n &WSW Doky AcImities" by the Keats* Tim
1y11ideradisit; Discussion
ibe lexiiinsidi Service el the
of Kentucky; and the
:;report of the American Dairy As.
E
don of Kentucky. Retro&
be served sod door
sdlin cib,ADA.director
this area se sam be
lie current dhiceor, and
kkoirmand the nmetiog. is Jack
Byeesse.
Comalies covered by tius eonLe indude: Graves Asgard
0001/411, GNU*, Meek locaInan. Lerhigstion.
seed
411eCrackaa Camila

Wil

7YOU DOPrT mnar BANANAS HA VE A MAGNET/C APPEAL then take a
look at these gorgeous beauties who join to honor this appealing fruit. Following
the finals of the Prince's Pageant Saturday retiring Princess Rita Wilson (left) the
new Princess Vicki Lynn Hurd of Kingsport Tenn. (center) and Patricia Ballesteros
Miss Ecuador, pause from their royal ditties to let the world know they like bananas!
(Aden* Photo)
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will swam weals' mid the
RT, sy.--gtotecky
gourd OM ell maw mews lave a real kola to
Not
d the lamb will be
the WI million had hem thet
sold at one time, nor is It likely
will be on the ballot la Novem- that all will be add during Gov.
ber, Gov. Edward T. Breathitt
Breathitt's Imre in dans.
says.
Whoa all or.add, wingaided to pay geledpd theiTatmost
Keitudq ciilemma an KIM
mUSon bundles preemie tbs. on Restudy's that outstaadMe
total omen! oblipition dsht wiN
federal malideg fends aid ethbe el maim a year. tad that
er sources ever ihe met flve
ell represent only 7.2 per cent
Pm% 1111 theleins, and de Sack
of the combined general hind
el the aefloilsd wet necessto
and road had revenues, net
to hoop pees with neighborbeg
counting the built-in annual inOMB.
creases in those two funds.
Eupora en OW affairs of
That, it is eau to see that
stais govsemeont say thesoma
will
a very cow
of gross debt that a slate shade
Wade
of payhavelTileat is, pdestgal lid Inannual means
terest to pep
ad *, ont 1
exceed that debt which can be , ady half et dm LS per mat maxham afire that is menidered
paid as by no mine them is per
prudent fiscal ennepsessat by
cent d gross remmes to the
the averts on state gosemmed
state
Bassos&
Kanneckro sommal tied mow
Mombors at the masher's innmoss will seda SW mese by
the end of this fiscal year. June • fourths hood kens point me
that banks, ceeporadems. sad
1*. Aid the ease road fund
will rearh
ether states one konded debt as
Was by that
date. This to a lad of $102
the slam for MOW heliumWinnor of 27 International
mote. bedded@ me a been
Award...7 AcadSrny Award&
oil bolded debt when they buy
After the UN million bonds
a home. and ems when they
are soid the amount of money
make repairs, mgeombe mad aznecessary to pay the principal
and interest will be 10.5 million.
pea& buy appliances or an autoIL. Of this amount, the read fund mobile under mortgage logs
A number of corporations fieve
CARRELL WILSON ANNOUNCE
bonded debt over 11 billion. It
Is Impossible to finance progress
Opening Of
without going into debt and
future income. Two big
lark banks—Chase Manhattan and First National City
Broadway Street.
South Fulton
—recently incurred bonded aibt
(Ikd to Melrose Chaanlail Company)
of a quarter billion dollars each
Al tdnils et shop and nerves week en antes sad inwelis. Wrecker
for expansion. We don't criticize them when they pion
Servise.
• Skilled wieskanies
• trees Istimates
myth.
• Year petresteri appreciated
Kaatudy's ratio et general obligedoe bonded debt to mewed
— TELEPHONE 479-2581 —
value of property is only 2.72
percent. At least 2/1 of the 30
--FOR USED AUTO PARTS CALL —
states have debt rums higher
this Kentucky's,and three have
bonded debt in excess of fa Whoa California's bonded debt is
$1.6 beim
States to the'met of Kate*,
with higher debt ratios are South
Carolina with 17.5 per cent, Mississippi With 7.1 per edit. Even
little Delaware has a debt redo
of 17.11 per cent.
Many persons understand the
debt problem better when related to personal financing. When
an individual buys a home, even
in a modest price bracket, annual debt payments are likely to
run between 30 and 25 per cent
of his annual income. Add to
that one or two appliances or an
automobile to pay for over a
period of two or three years, and
the annual individual debt payment will excised 25 per cent.
This compares to 7.2 per cent
for the state when the SIM million bond issue is voted.

Th.

LET
WORK FOR''
We will start our Classified Advertising in
next. week's Shopper - So for

both friendly and dependable!
laft

ki
04911VI

•
•
•
bring or mail yours in now! Rates are 5c a
word :
with a 50c minimum, cash with order. Deadline
is

Ozark Net Income
For August $84.619
Ozark Mr Lines' net income
for August of $61.616 brought
the company's 198 earnings to
196,914, Thomas L. Grace,
I president, announced today.
For 12 months ending Aug.
31. Oztut's set Ikon* w a $
9545,995 *trad4 to 9291,104
for the same period of 1964.
Operating maw for August vete MOW while ripeness came to 11,02$7. For
eight menthe tmendiag revenues were ULM.* and expenses $14,113,851.
Twetve month operating
rolee were 123.010.787 and expenses $21,522,919.
The company boarded a record 111.1111y during
Amid to
1111's metagar comet

Washing

Puckett Service Station

NViil

Briton Claims
Potato-Growing
Championship
FUNTINGTON, England
— Tom Cooke, 38, has laid
claim to the potato-growing
championship of the world.
From six plants in his cottage
garden he says he has dug a
total of MN plaids 4 ounces of
potatoes.
He now plans to retire from
competition and rest on his
record unless "someone, particularly in the United States,
claims a better record."

•
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WILSON MOTOR COMPANY

• Road Service
* The Repairs
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UNION CITY,
Officials are
sults of an au
after the death ofJill
:
Ky., man last
77"
Harold Gegen,
PlOYe 1411,a sand and grand!in4
pany at Ritimien, died a
hours altar Wing released Alai
Jail at Tiptoes/Me where ha thied •
been held an a drunkenness I
charge.
•
Authorities said be was found •
•
unconscious Saturday night in •
•
his automobile, with the motor •
running. His employer, believ- •
•
ing Wilton was ill, reportedly •
•
posted bond for him Sunday and •
made arrangements for him to •
be admitted to a Union City •
•
•
sospitaL
•
•
Callisort. vas a lifelong red- •
lent of the Hickman area and •
•
wasg member of East Hickman •
•
Church
•
•
ermsal services were held •
Wednesday at West Hickman •
•
Bap* Church and burial vu •
'
Chapel Cemetery.
SVvlvors include the widow,
Mrs. limits Cabana; four sons,
Danny, Dennis, Steve and Barry
Callison, and his mother, Mrs
WIllis Callison, Hickman.
•

tl

•
•

• PADDING
3202 Rubberized
lec Sq. TA
Rubber . . . . $1.00 Sq.

.. •
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8 cm. Cans

1-2 GAL.
With $5.00 Purchase
Excluding Milk and
Tobacco

51
HES
PEAC
Hood
FLOUR
Mba

. . lb. bag 59c
5 lb. bag 59c FLOUR
Plymouth
Maxwell House Instant
CREAM 1-2 Gal. 4k
10 oz. Jar $1.27 ICE
Lady Abs
Folgers Instant
COFFEE 10oz. Jar $1.27 Ith ELK 1-2 Gal. 31c
Onart Sim
rfila JUICEMICE 6 for 111c
KRAFT OIL . . dc ORANGE
ES 3 b. bag 19c
APPLES
CHFRIES 3 for MOO
"1
24MI
1
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CHOPS
29c PORK
PN LIVER . .
rbecui
lb.Co
BACKBONE . . lb. 5k
Brundige
11/111116 12oz. pkg 4k
Sausage
BACON 3 th. pkg $1.41
LB. PRIONly
SUSI& 3 lb. pkg $1.41
Pon Map

lb. 55c

129

ANTI-FREEZE GAL.CAN I
p

RED FLAME

TOKAY
GRAPES

76/(9a ate"AT YOUR FRI EN DLY

Priem In This Ad
Good!ken Sat.Oct.9 th.

0

lb. 55c 1163•TNIONS...if.
AIL
1.11.
WING
1/••••••••••••
lb. dc rKS•••••••••Le
EV
I
••...
MIK CUTLETS lb. 1k
•
•...I.
a. 5k LIVERS
PORK situ

IGGLYWIGGLY
Acres of F-11-E-E
Parking

SIOLJD HRIE

4

••
eDUcIllo.PS . . . 69c Mehl"'Pima&
3-7=cans Mc P

N

00FF..

AND

9 PletileSv19

A
3 forn.F.00
0127ERS
L.
Auk Chum
3-7oz.cans $1.111
3 for cif); SALMON
SARDINES
Wing
1805. Can
PM Pc
26oz. Box lk
fciLT
14 cm.Pkg.
10 oz. Cans
.
Heins Tomato
COCONUT Tubby Jr. 3Ic
• • 8 for Ilk
SOUP
Giant also
Assorted Colon
16 rolls $1.N MAIL • • • • • Ilik
TISSUE

RCbth
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The Right
To Limit

We Reserve

Store Hours 8 till 9: p. m.
8 days 9-7 pm.Sundays
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